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University of Maine trees bore the brunt of the biggest ice
storm of the century. Facilities Management crews have been
working to clean up the mess all week. (Eric Weisz photo.)
• Classes
Storm won't affect calendar
By Kathryn Ritchie Treadwell, associate director for ,
Maine Campus staff maintenance and service, esti-
mated that there have been about
Students braved ice-pocked 25 snow days in all. The last one
sidewalks back into classrooms in recent memory was in the
yesterday, after a winter break 1980s when a freak April snow
extended by the Ice Storm of storm took the university by sur-
'98. Remnants of the storm could prise, according to Carr.
be seen across campus, with Clean up across campus is in
downed trees and little pink pel- good shape. Treadwell said his
lets of rock salt scattered on the crews are still battling the ice
snow. Though it knocked out with constant sand. In addition
power to nearly half the state, to work done last week, 2,500
the now-fabled storm did not batteries still need to be replaced
have lasting effects on the uni- in emergency lighting equip-
versity or force many changes. ment.
The academic calendar will "This is very, very rare to
not be changed to make up for have a storm of this magnitude
the three days missed earlier this come on us so suddenly," Tread-
week, university officials an- well said.
flounced Wednesday. However, Power was lost on campus
course instructors will have the temporarily on Tuesday, re-
power to have their students gained Wednesday and down
make up the missed time, either again by Thursday. Power was
on evenings or weekends. restored Sunday, after much
In addition to delaying the overtime by the crews at facili-
start of school by three days, last ties management, according to
week's ice storm also cut short Treadwell.
winter session classes by two "They pulled through very
days. well," he said. "It's a hell of a
"A way will be found to fin- group."
ish the courses," Joe Carr, uni- Updates on the university's
versify spokesman, said. "These condition were available daily
are extremely unusual circum- both on UMaine's web page and
stances we've had." at 581-SNOW.
Last week's three missed Officials acknowledged that
school days in a row may have the storm could have had far
been unprecedented at UMaine.
In his 36 years on campus, Jim
See STORM on page 5
• Civil rights
Masotta faces criminal charges
By Bill Stewart hibiting Defendant Bryan J. Ma- voice mail system.
Maine Campus staff sotta from assaulting and/or threat- Sophomore defenseman Shawn
ening any person because of the Mansoff, 22, of Edmonton, Alber-
University of Maine student- person's race, color, religion, sex, ta, and junior winger Matt Oliver,
athlete Bryan Masotta will appear ancestry, national origin, physical 23, of Euclid, Ohio, were also al-
in Bangor District Court today to or mental disability or sexual on- leged to have taken part in the
face charges of criminal threaten- entation in violation of the Maine incident, but all criminal charges
ing following an incident where he Civil Rights Act." have been dropped against them.
allegedly made life-threatening The Department of the Attor- "All three were summonsed by
remarks to a black football player ney General alleged that Masot- police," Deputy District Attorney
last December. ta, a member of the UMaine Michael Roberts said. "During the
The complaint was filed under men's hockey team, left threat- investigation we determined that
the Maine Civil Rights Act "to ening voice messages including
obtain a permanent injunction pro- racial slurs on Dwayne Wilmot' s
See MASOTTA on page 17
• Faculty Senate
UM observes MLK's birthday
By Paul Livingstone
Maine Campus staff
With little debate, the University
of Maine Faculty Senate voted unan-
imously Dec. 10 to approve universi-
ty observance of Martin Luther King
Jr. Day Jan. 19.
No classes will be held Monday,
Jan. 19, in observance of Martin Luth-
er King Jr.'s birthday. A variety of
student groups, organized under the
Multicultural Student Affairs Office,
will celebrate with a day-long sched-
ule of events.
"It's certainly about time we rec-
ognized it," said Richard Brucher,
Faculty Senate member and associ-
ate professor of English. "Once the
president gave approval it was a sure
thing."
"There were several expressions
of support for for the resolution,"
said Dana Humphrey, Faculty Sen-
ate president, "and no opposition at
See MLK on page 4
Faculty Senate President Dana Humphrey applauds UMaine's
newest recognized holiday, Martin Luther King Jr. Day. (Caleb
Raynor photo.)
• Officers
Greeks elect
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
Elections were recently held
for both the Interfraternity Coun-
cil and the Panhellenic Board's
executive officers and improv-
ing Greek unity and image are
important goals for both of the
Panhellenic Council president-
elect Jenn Nelson. (Gagne file
photo.)
new leaders
group's new executive members.
"I want to get rid of all the
rumors that the Greek system is
going down and I want to show
them that we're still here," said
Jennifer Nelson, president-elect
of Panhell.
The newly appointed IFC of-
ficers are Jerry Graffam of Phi
Kappa Sigma, president; Mike
MacCannell of Kappa Sigma,
vice president; Rob Williams of
Phi Kappa Sigma, secretary;
Nick Clements of Kappa Sigma,
treasurer; and Pennington H.
Way IV of Kappa Sigma, public
relations officer.
The new Panhel officers will
be Nelson of Pi Beta Phi, presi-
dent; Erica Tennant of Delta Del-
ta Delta, first vice president;
Amanda Jarett of Chi Omega,
second vice president; Adrienne
See ELECTIONS on page 5
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• Upheaval
Political climate disrupts reforms
1 BUCHAREST (AP) - Romania' s coalition government Thursday faced thebarbed choice of forming a minority administration or calling early elections after
one of its junior partners demanded that the prime minister step down. Outside the
country's borders, investors and financial institutions, long uncertain over prospects
for reform, expressed caution and waited for the turmoil to subside.
The International Monetary Fund postponed a mission to assess the government's
mixed record in pushing through market reforms "until the political situation is clarified."
But the finance minister said that the IMF delegation's visit was delayed only "for a matter
of days" and that the 1998 economic program needed to ensure Western credits was
proceeding.
"We were asked whether it was worthwhile for them to come now and we told them to wait
for another two or three days," Daniel Daianu told Reuters by telephone. "We are on track."
A World Bank mission is already in Bucharest examining its own projects. The upset was
sparked by an ultimatum issued by the Social Democrats, the coalition's second largest party,
to form a new government by the end of March without current Prime Minister Victor Ciorbea.
A walkout by the Social Democrats under former Prime Minister Petre Roman would
deny the coalition its parliamentary majority.
• Economics
Asian market decline
to turn around soon
4 HONG KONG (AP) - The result of Indonesia'sprotracted negotiations with the West failed to im-
press Asian markets on Thursday and traders said
they were still looking for a turning point in the region's
financial crisis. "It's not a turning point, its the beginning of
a very long workout process," ING Barings chief strategist
Paul Schulte said of the deal announced on Thursday after-
noon.
In the letter of intent signed with the IMF, Indonesian
President Suharto drastically revised economic fore-
casts attached to a recent budget, agreed to cut key monop-
olies and promised to avoid government bailouts of debt-
laden banks.
"It'll make sentiment less bad," said Schulte. "But it may
not make the situation all that much better because at current
exchange rates the prospects for total debt repayments are
very low."
The rupiah, which has firmed over the last few days on
positive expectations about the package, made slight gains
before slipping back to 7,550/7,750 to the U.S. dollar on
technical factors.
Jakarta stocks plummeted on profit-taking after the
news, the composite index down 5.3 percent to 382.63 at
about 0645 GMT as traders sold on fact after buying on
rumors that the package would be a confidence,booster.
• Conflict
Tensions escalate further after protest
2 GUSH KATIF (AP) - Israeli and Palestinian troops aimed 
rifles at each other in
the heart of Gaza Thursday, underscoring Middle East tensions ahead of President
Clinton's push to resurrect peacemaking.
Witnesses said the two-hour standoff occurred during a protest by about 300
Palestinians against the Israeli government's expansion of Jewish settlements on occupied
land and its hard line in peace negotiations.
Tensions have been growing ahead of Clinton's White House meetings Tuesday with
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and two days later with Palestinian leader
Yasser Arafat to try to end 10 months of deadlock.
Israeli troops, some lying on the ground and others standing, trained their rifles on
Palestinian police and on protesters who blocked a road on foot and in cars during the
demonstration near Kfar Darom Jewish settlement.
Palestinian police assumed similar poses in a scene reminiscent of 1996 bloodshed that
claimed the lives of 61 Arabs and 15 Israeli soldiers following Israel's opening of an entry
to a tourist tunnel in annexed East Jerusalem.
Just as a joint Israeli-Palestinian patrol appeared to be defusing tensions, a Palestinian
in a car was shot and lightly wounded in the hand by an Israeli soldier at a roadblock.
• Outraged
Iraq angered over UN
weapons inspections
3 BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraq protested Thursdaythat the UN Security Council was ignoring its
complaints over UN weapons inspectors as Wash-
ington warned it was losing patience over Baghdad's
banning of a US-led arms team.
The team at the centre of the dispute, led by US
national Scott Ritter, did not go out on inspections on
Thursday for the third day in a row, but other UN
experts were going about their work as usual, UN
officials said.
Iraq said the Security Council declaration
Wednesday "deploring" the obstruction of Ritter's
team had ignored its "legitimate demands" and it ac-
cused the United States of preparing for an attack by
spreading allegations it was testing weapons on human
guinea pigs.
"The Security Council's declaration sets out the
same accusations hostile to Iraq and yet ignores its
legitimate demands," a senior member of the ruling
Baath party, Saad Kassem Hammudi, told AFP.
The 15-member Security Council described Iraq's fail-
ure to provide full and total access to weapons inspectors
as "unacceptable and a clear violation" of UN resolutions.
Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Breezy, Overcast, Mod-
erate snow. Highs near20.
Saturday's Outlook
Breezy, Mainly cloudy,
Snow showers. High of 28.
Extended Forecast )wt-
Sunday.. Mainly sunny.
Monday.. 
.Breezy, Mainly
cloudy, Light snow.
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• Police
Five vehicles fall victim' to ice damage reaches $10,000
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
Falling snow and ice off rooftops
caused more than $10,000 in damage to
five vehicles on Wednesday. Four of the
cars were parked on the north side of the
field house in the afternoon when the
warming temperatures caused the ice to
slide. The fifth car was parked outside
Chadbourne Hall in the evening. The ice
block was heavy enough to set off both of
the car's air bags.
In other police business this past
month:
•On Saturday, Dec. 20, at 8:22 a.m., a
theft at Deering Hall was reported to
police. The burglar entered an office and
took cash and other items from a wallet in
a jacket pocket.
•On Sunday, Dec. 21, during a hockey
game at the Alfond Arena, an assault was
reported when an irate fan jumped on the ice
and started giving players a hard time. By
the time police arrived, the man was gone.
•On Monday, Dec. 22, at 3:23 p.m.,
the brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon re-
ported that a brown leather wallet was
stolen from an unlocked, second floor
room. The man's plane tickets were also
missing.
•On Saturday, Dec. 27, at 6:06 p.m.,
the theft of $323 was reported at the
Alfond Arena. The money was stolen
from several lockers during a high school
hockey game.
•On Tuesday, Dec. 30, at 7:45 pm.,
Officer Chris Hashey stopped a vehicle
for having an expired registration. After
running the plate numbers, he found Sam-
uel Orcutt, 26, was driving after having
had his license suspended. He was arrest-
ed for that offense and given a warning
for the registration.
•On Monday, Jan. 4, at 2:05 a.m.,
Officer Jennifer Arey was on patrol in the
Stewart parking lot when she spotted a
few people standing behind a university
vehicle. She summoned Robert Kimball,
19, for possession of drug paraphernalia.
•On Sunday, Jan. 11, at 3:12 a.m.,
Officer Mike Burgess was on patrol when
he saw a black pick-up truck doing "do-
nuts" in the steam plant parking lot. He
stopped the truck and summonsed driver
Ryan Gilman, 19, with zero tolerance
and passenger Christopher Otis, 19, pos-
session of drug paraphernalia.
•On Sunday at 9:34 p.m., Hashey
stopped a vehicle for running a stop sign
and found the car's license plates be-
longed to another vehicle. Michael Men-
nenga, 27, was summonsed for illegally
attached plates and given a warning for
running the stop sign.
•On Wednesday, Jan. 13, at 1:28 a.m.,
Officers Hashey and Arey went to inves-
tigate a car which had apparently crashed
into the meridian between the Belgrade
Spur and Rangley Road and been left
there. While there, a car driven by Sarah
Lynn Hardy, 21, stopped to talk with
Hashey. She was asked to step out of the
car and was arrested for OUI. The pas-
senger in her car, Leigh-Ayer Rayfield,
21, had also been drinking and admitted
to being the driver of the car left on the
meridian. She was also arrested and
charged with OUI.
Public Safety Tip of the Week:
When going outside, make sure to
dress for the weather and prepare vehi-
cles for emergency; keep flares and blan-
kets in the trunk and keep the gas tank at
least half-full.
On campus, watch for falling ice and
report any snow-filled rooftops that look
dangerous to Public Safety.
• Union expansion
Maine architects selected
By Ryan Robbins
Maine Campus staff
The Memorial Union Building Com-
mittee has selected a team of architects to
design the expansion and renovation of
the Memorial Union.
Harriman Associates of Auburn and
Orcutt Associates of Yarmouth submit-
ted a joint proposal that beat out propos-
als from 15 other teams of architects.
Harriman Associates has designed
several projects on campus, including
Jenness Hall and renovations to Dunn,
Corbett and Aubert halls.
In selecting the project's architects,
the committee looked for a team that
could make the union represent the state
of Maine, said Dwight Rideout, expan-
sion committee chairman and dean of
student services.
"The renovated union should speak
to all the people of this state, and these
architects had a real sense of that," said
Ryan Carnegie, vice chairman of the ex-
pansion committee and president of the
Association of Graduate Students. "We're
confident that this union will foster a
sense of community on campus."
"The architecture, the openness of
the building samples impressed the com-
mittee," Rideout said. "I think there was
a chemistry involved between the com-
mittee and the presenters of those two
firms."
In the next few months, Harriman
and Orcutt will seek input from students
and university staff to assess the build-
ing's needs. Rideout said he hopes the
first conceptual drawings for the expan-
sion will be available in April.
The building committee has yet to
determine which organizations and ser-
vices will occupy the renovated union,
Carnegie said. He said the committee is
looking for adaptable space that can meet
the building's current and future needs.
Once the architects have drafted plans,
students will be able to review them and
make comments and suggestions.
As is customary with architectural
projects, the University of Maine System
will negotiate a fee with the two firms
while they assess the building's needs,
said UMS architect Dave Wilson, an ex-
officio member of the committee.
Construction is slated to begin next
fall and finish in late 1999, Rideout said.
Available to all students enrolled at UM, Orono
If You Are:
UNINSURED
Paying High COBRA insurance premiums
Losing family plan coverage on next birthday (usually at age 23)
Losing family plan coverage upon graduation
Losing family plan coverage due to change to part-time student
Student
Health Insurance
Student Health Basic Insurance Plan - Acadia
Second Semester Enrollment
Effective 1/1/98 to 8/31/98 Cost: S390.00
* Cutler Health Center special benefits:
No deductible for examination services.
100% coverage for most services provided by the Cutler Health Center staff.
Direct billing to insurance company.
Prescriptions benefit limited to Cutler Health Center pharmacy formulary only.
($7.00 co-pay and $250.00 limit per year)
Community Health Care
80% usual, customary insurance co
-payment.
$20.00 deductable per illness / injury.
$25,000 maximum benefit per claim.
Students withdrawing or graduating may purchase insurance for an additional year at the student
When:
Friday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Acadia Insurance
January 16, 1998
January 20, 1998
January 21, 1998
January 22, 1998
January 23, 1998
11:00 - 2:00
8:30 - 11:30
9:00 - 12:00
1:00 - 4:00
11:00 - 2:00
price.
Where:
Student Healthcare Advocate Office
Room 120
Cutler Health Center
*Special benefits are available to students enrolled in the Student Health Insurance Plan.
All students must participate in the Comprehensive Health Fee to be eligible for special benefits.
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• Stress management
Rideout recommends campus programs and facilities
By Andrea Page
Maine Campus staff
Spring semester brings with it a chance for
students to have a fresh start with their studies.
It's good to keep in mind when the workload
starts to seem overwhelming, that sometimes
the answers can be found right on campus in
people and programs.
Dwight Rideout, dean of students and com-
munity life, said teaching time management
skills has been a pastime for him. It is one of the
many activities he does to keep in touch with
students at UMaine.
"Most of these ideas are not grand, eye-
opening ideas. They are small things that most
of us know about, but need to be reminded and
prodded into doing," said Rideout.
One idea Rideout has for students is to
make lists and focus on what is the most
important task.
"People in all walks of life spend a good
deal of time on whatever is our work activity,
but often times we spend a disproportionate
amount of time on things which aren't the most
important thing we should be doing at that
moment," he said. "If you keep a list it helps
you to know which items are of highest prior-
ity."
Taking study breaks and alternating sub-
jects to study is another idea he has for students
to consider when studying for tests.
"I would suggest when studying for exams
to take breaks, 10 or 15 minutes long, or one
every 30 to 35 minutes. You should walk
around the dorm, or go outside to get fresh air
and then come back in and study," he said.
"Alternate and disperse your time with other
things. Give your mind a partial rest by using
other parts of your mind."
Rideout said one of his colleagues used to
swear by using candy to help studying for tests.
By sucking on a piece of candy during the
study process, and then sucking on the same
flavor of candy during the test, it is supposed
to help take you back into the same study mode
you were in and help you really focus on the
material.
"Some of these methods are true. Many are
different for different people," he said.
Rideout also suggests checking the library
before studying for an exam because often the
faculty places old exams on reserve for stu-
dents to use.
Another source on campus for extra help is
the Onward Tutor program. Ruth Doucette,
tutor coordinator, said tutors work with an
average of 400 students every semester at
UMaine.
"This program is designed specifically to
help students in 100- and 200-level courses
only. It's not a tutorial where we re-teach the
course to students. We use the course content
to teach learning skills and study strategies,"
she said.
The Onward Tutor program only provides
tutors to students in one course per semester,
because oflimited funding. Students are placed
in small groups with a tutor, rather than one-
on-one tutoring.
"We find that this is more successful than
straight one-on-one tutoring because we try to
get the students to explain things to each other
rather than the tutor always answering ques-
tions," she said. "This way they are taking
away more information and internalizing it."
The deadline is March 20 for starting the
tutor program. Doucette recommends coming
right in to their office on the first floor of Dunn
Hall during the second week of the semester to
start the tutor process.
The Onward Tutor program and the Center
for Students and Community Life are only two
of the many places on campus where students
can find help for their courses. Many other
academic departments sponsor workshops and
tutor programs as well to aid students through-
out the year.
MLK from page 1
the senate meeting."
Originally, said Brucher, there were con-
cerns that if this day was recognized others,
such as Veterans Day, would have to be cele-
brated in the same way, but eventually everyone
conceded official observance was appropriate.
Because of the few intervening class days
between the date of the decision and actual day
affected, the university is allowing certain class-
es to meet Jan. 19.
"It's okay for classes that meet only on
Monday to hold class that day," said Dana Hum-
phrey. "This exemption holds only for the Mon-
day-only classes, and only happens this year."
Although Faculty Senate members assem-
bled the resolution and approved it, with the
support of Hoff, other groups have been observ-
ing the day for many years.
"The process began toward the end of last
semester," said Adonis Ferreira, assistant dean
for multicultural programs. "Students from the
Center for Community Life, SHAC, Black
Student Union, and Wi lde-Stein all pitched in to
organize the events."
Ferreira said the ALANA leadership assist-
ed greatly in bringing attention to the universi-
ty' s lack of observance and credited the admin-
istration for finally taking action.
James Varner, president of the Bangor area
NAACP, is "excited and very happy at the
outcome."
For the last eight years Varner said he and
on-campus groups have been working tireless-
ly to get the administration and Faculty Senate
to enable students to focus on Martin Luther
King Jr. Day.
"It's healthy for the campus to think about
this," said Varner. "Just from looking at the
three UMaine hockey players, it's obvious we
have a problem."
The university's theme is "Keeping the
Dream Alive." Among the activities scheduled
for Monday are a breakfast sponsored by the
NAACP and films chronicling the life of Martin
Luther King Jr. and the insights into the nature
of discrimination. The breakfast will feature
speakers such as Bangor Theological Semi-
nary President Rev. Ansley Throckmorton and
Attorney General Andrew Ketterer.
UMaine is the last land-grant university in
the nation to recognize Martin Luther King Jr.
Day as a holiday.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
"Creating A Society At Peace With Itself"
7:30-9:00 DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING BREAKFAST
Sponsored by the Greater Bangor Area NAACP Chapter and the University of Maine Human Rights Coalition. $10/adults, $5/students and
children under 12. Tickets may be purchased at the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs, Memorial Union, and at the door.
Wells Conference Center
9:00-11:00 "A CLASS DIVIDED"
A film, chronicling a third grade teacher's groundbreaking experiment and lesson on discrimination. Jane Elliot, the teacher, is America's
most celebrated and dynamic diversity trainer. Followed by a facilitated discussion.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
11:00-12:30 DIALOGUES IN DIVERSITY: MULTICULTURAL VOICES SHARING THEIR REALITY
Dialogues In Diversity is a group of University of Maine student/paraprofessionals who are trained in and concerned about issues of
diversity and multiculturalism.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
12:30-2:00 "MARTIN, THE EMANCIPATOR"
An educational documentary chronicling the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., as told by those who knew him and worked with him.
Followed by a facilitated discussion.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
2:00-3:00 "KEEPING THE DREAM ALIVE"
A presentation by the NAACP and the University of Maine Human Rights Coalition.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
3:00-5:00 ENHANCING MULTICULTURAL RELATIONS ON CAMPUS
Part 1: 1992 satellite broadcast that joined together an expert panel that discusses positive methods, solutions, programs and strategies to
enhance race relations on American college and university campuses.
Part 2: Open forum discussing methods of enhancing multicultural relations on the University of Maine campus. 
Forum facilitated by
members of the Black Student Union, Los Colores Unidos, Student Heritage Alliance Center, and Wilde-Stein 
Alliance for Sexual
Diversity.
Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union
5:00 CANDLELIGHT VIGIL starting at the Memorial Union steps.
For more information call 581-1405. 0
cicslcs).
Stu-lief:1N
and community life
CELEBRATION
if
MONDAY
JANUARY 19, 1998
Sponsored by:
Multicultural Student Affairs
and Peace Studies
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Skating away
Senior mechanical engineering student, Chris Johnston enjoys a mid-after-
noon skate on the mall. (Eric Weisz photo.)
Elections from page 1
Pusatarie of Alpha Phi, fund raiser; and
Lisa Farrington of Phi Mu, secretary.
The position is still open for a public
relations officer.
Lauren Hudacik, a junior biology ma-
jor and sister of Chi Omega, said the
officers have not been sworn in yet.
The future officers will be going
through a shadowing period and will be
sworn in once it is completed. Hudacik
said the turnover should take place some-
time before mid- February.
Hillary Maher, a junior international
affairs major and a sister of Alpha Phi,
said there are two vice presidents for
Panhel because of the large amount of
work one vice president would have to
deal with. The first vice president is in
charge of rush and the second vice pres-
ident is in charge of Greek week and
other activities.
Grafam, returning president, said he
has many plans for the upcoming year
that will help out the campus and sur-
rounding community and also give the
community positive visibility of the
Greek system.
Grafam said he also wants to pull the
university's Greek system closer together.
"All Greeks do a lot separately, but I
want to pull them together and have more
campus-wide and community service
events to strengthen Greek community
and make us more visible," he said.
Grafam also wants to reinstate Greek
Winter Carnival to the university. Activ-
ities would include a snow sculpture com-
petition, a bed race (similar to a sled
race), Greek Winter Games and Greek
Night Out.
Nelson, who is president of the stu-
dent body, said she will not be running
for another term and will be devoting
herself to Panhel.
She said she sees many things she can
do to imporve Panhel and feels it has a lot
of potential.
"I've spent four years in student gov-
ernment and I wanted to do something
different," she said. "I'm ready to move
on and do new things and different
things."
Previously president of Residents on
Campus for two years, Nelson said she
finds the ROC and the Panhel presidency
positions similar. She hopes to get a lot of
fine tuning and internal things done to
get in sync with the National Panhellanic
Board.
"There's a lot of rules and things that
they recommend and that we don't use. It
will make things work a lot more smooth-
ly and it will be easier to help out with
things such as sorority rush and cleaning
up the Panhel Constitution."
Nelson said she hopes to plan more
programming for the entire campus com-
munity and she also hopes to incorporate
Greek alumni and form a Greek alumni
council to deal with various issues.
Jason Libby, a senior political science
and history major and a brother of Lamb-
da Chi Alpha, said one of IFC' s functions
is to program events such as educational,
philanthropic and social events for all
fraternities so they can become involved
with the university and the surrounding
community and also to enrich the lives of
Greek men. Many of the activities are in
conjunction with the Panhellenic board.
Another of IFC' s functions is to be a repre-
sentative at student government meetings.
Lhe maine campus
c h e c k US out at:
OGG 060600 40000 000
We hope you had a happy and safe
holiday season.
In this first column of the semester,
may I provide some cautionary advice
which will help make your college career
trouble-free.
First, please do not illegally use or
abuse alcohol. If you are over 21 and
choose to use alcohol, be prudent. We
would rather not be meeting with you
regarding possession or transportation of
alcohol by a minor or operating under the
influence.
Second, drive defensively. Stay off
the road in icy conditions. If you must
drive in snow or ice, drive slowly and
cautiously. If you are unfortunate and are
in a collision, be sure to report to the
police any accident in which someone is
hurt or there is damage to a vehicle. Get
medical care if you are hurt. Exchange
information with any other drivers and
keep a written record of witnesses. If you
have any questions about your rights or
responsibilities after a collision, you may
call our Memorial Union office (581-
1789) or Curtis and Griffin at our Orono
office at 207-866-4425 in an emergency.
We are experienced in advising accident
victims and would be pleased to assist
you
Third, if you rent an apartment or are
otherwise responsible for property, be
sure to take precautions to avoid frozen
pipes. Close windows, be sure the fuel
supply is full and consult your landlord if
you would like someone else to check on
the heat in your apartment when you are
away.
Q. I bought a computer two months
ago for $1,500.00. A month later a new
model, with three times the capacity,
was being offered for the same price of
$1,500.00 and the earlier model I had
purchased is now being offered at
$500.00 less. Is there a law which pro-
vides that a consumer must be reim-
bursed the difference if a product is put
on sale within 30 days of the purchase?
A. No. Several students have had sim-
ilar questions, so I called Maine's Assis-
tant Attorney General James A. McKen-
na, who is an authority on consumer
affairs, to ask his opinion. He confirms
my answer and thinks the reason for the
question is a law which prohibits a busi-
ness from putting a product on sale if it
has not actually been listed at the higher
price within the previous 30 days. The
purpose of that law, Mr. McKenna ex-
plained, is to prevent businesses from
advertising "sales" that do not represent
a true reduction in price.
Student Government Legal Services,
provided by Curtis and Griffin, is located
on the third floor of the Memorial Union,
(581-1789). Office hours are Monday
and Wednesday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and
Thursday, 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Curtis can
also be reached via e-mail at
TCurtis@Maine.Maine.edu. Copyright
Theodore S. Curtis, Jr. 1997.
Storm from page 1
worse effects to the university had school
been in session.
UMaine's president missed the year's
first major storm. Peter Hoff was at the
United Arab Emirates in the Middle East
last week with eight other U.S. college
administrators. He said he didn't hear
about the Maine disaster until calling his
wife from a supermarket pay phone—
while little children tossed dates at him.
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Presents...
Another reason you don't have to go to Bangor any more!
Full-Color Photocopies
While You Wait
We also provide the following services and more!
High-Speed Copies • Faxes • Business Cards • Rubber Stamps
82 North Main Street • Old Town, ME 04468
Tel (207) 827-9881 Fax (207) 827-9861
Making A Good Impression
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Thursday, January 29, 1998
10:00 am - 1:00 pm in the Memorial Union
An opportunity for UMaine students and employers to meet face-to-face and discuss
career possibilities, career paths and opportunities within the organization, and
informally interview for potential jobs and internships. All University of Maine
students are invited to attend.
Acadia National Park
Bangor Savings Bank
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Maine
Boy Scouts of America
Cabletron Systems, Inc.
Casco Development, Inc.
Champion International Corporation
Consumer Value Stores
Delorme Publishing Company
Eastern Maine Medical Center
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Fairchild Semiconductor
Fort James Corporation
Forum Financial Group
Guilford of Maine
Hannaford Brothers Company
IDEXX Labs., Inc.
International Paper Company
Irving Oil Corporation
Knowles Industrial Services
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co./
Info. Systems
Maine Arts Commission
Maine Department of Transportation
Maine State Gov't/Dept. of Labor
Maine Times Newsweekly
MBNA New England
National Semiconductor
Peoples Heritage Bank
Prudential Preferred Financial Services
Publishing Services
Raytheon Electronic Systems
Sanders-A Lockheed Martin Company
Sears, Roebuck & Company
Stone & Webster Engineering
The Acadia Hospital
U.S. Air Corps
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Fish & Wildlife
U.S. Peace Corps
U.S. Portsmouth Naval Shipyard
UNUM Corporation
Wings for Children & Familites, Inc.
Seniors & Graduate Students
The Maine Job Fair & Recruiting Day
Thursday, February 26, 1998
at the Holiday Inn By The Bay, Portland
Primarily for Non-Technical Majors in
Sciences, Business & Liberal Arts
Recruiting Companies/Job Interviews
To sign up for these interviews, bring multiple copies of your resume
(one for each company of interest) to the Career Center
by January 20, 1998
ADP Employer Services Div.
Agway
American Income Life
Ames Department Stores
Apgar Office Systems
Casco Development, Inc.
CVS/Pharmacy
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Hannaford Brothers Company
Hurricane Island Outward Bound School
IDEXX Laboratories. Inc.
Investors Bank & Trust
John Hancock Financial Services/Dover
John Hancock Financial Services/Maine
Keane, Inc.
KMart Corporation
Liberty Mutual Information Systems
Maine Revenue Services/Audit Division
MBNA New England
National Financial Group
New York Life
Northwestern Mutual Life/Baird Sec.
Offtech Inc.
Olympia Sports
Osco Drug/Say-On Drugs
Oxford Health Plans
Peace Corps
Prudential Preferred Financial Services
Samsonite Corporation
Sherwin-Williams Company
Staples, Inc.
Job Fair Tables
To attend the Job Fair Tables- it is NOT necessary to sign up in
advance -just bring plenty of resumes with you.
Over 50 companies and organizations will be staffing job fair tables from
9:00 am - 1:00 pm on February 26, 1998.
Examples of participants include:
• Bell Atlantic • Cabletron Systems, Inc. • Fairchild Semiconductor
• Farm Credit-Northeast Region • Maine Association of Nonprofits
Stressed Out About Choosing A Major?
Plan to attend
Decision Making & Choosing A Major Workshop
Thursday, February 12, 1998
FAA Room, Memorial Union, 3:30 - 5:00 pm
For further information or to sign up call the Career Center 581-1359
or the Counseling Center 581-1392
Connect Electronically:
URL: http://wwvv.umeais.maine.edu/-career
Keer centeri Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.ar
The Career Center
university of nuline 3rd Floor Chadbourne Hall 581-1359
Group Meeting
January 15
January 21
January 29
February 9
February 11
February 16
February 16
February 17
February 17
February 18
February 23
February 24
February 25
March 26
March 26
March 30
April 13
Resume
Thursday
Monday
Friday
High Impact Cover Letters
Thursday January 22
Electronic Job Search
Thursday January 22
Location: Career Center (3rd floor
Effective Interviewing Techniques
Tuesday January 20
Monday January 26
Finding Internships
Tuesday
On-Campus Job Interviews
for Spring 1998
Interview Date
January 16
January 22
January 29
January 30
January 30
February 10
February 10
February 11
February 11
February 12
February 12
February 13
February 16
February 17
February 17
February 18
February 18
February 19
February 20
February 20
February 24
Febuary 24
February 25
February 25
February 26
February 26-27
March 19
March 24
March 24
March 24
March 25
March 25
March 25
March 26-27
March 26-27
March 27
March 31
April 8
April 14
Company 
Crown Vantage Paper Company
BetzDe_arborn/Paper Process Group
Career Fair
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co./
Information Systems
Guilford of Maine
CVS/Pharmacy
Lincoln Laboratory/Mass. Inst. of Tech.
Schneider Automation, Inc.
Eastern Maine Electric Cooperative
Hannaford Brothers Co./Distribution
Mead Fine Paper Division
General Investment & Development Co.
Prudential Preferred Financial Services/
Bangor
Analog Devices, Inc.
Raytheon Electronic Systems
Hannaford Brothers Co./Retail
Teradyne Corp./Connection Systems
Sanders-A Lockheed Martin Co.
New England Electric System
Merck & Company, Inc.
Bell Atlantic (Nynex)
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Ames Department Stores, Inc.
U.S. Naval Undersea Warefare Center
The Maine Job Fair & Recruiting Day
Sears, Roebuck & Co.
National Financial Group
Boys Scouts of America
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Kiewit Construction Group, Inc.
Bankers Life & Casualty/Bangor
Osmose Wood Preserving Co.
Portland Welding Supply Co. /Freeman
Supply
Peace Corps Recruiting Office
UNUM Life Insurance Co. /Coord. Officer
MBNA New England/Belfast
Walt Disney World Co.
Liberty Mutual Insurance/
Loss Prevention
MBNA New England
This is updated daily, so please check regularly!
Job Search Workshops
- Computer ClusterLocation: 121 Lengyel
Writing: New Techniques
January 15
January 19
January 23
January 27
3:10 PM
3:10 PM
3:10 PM
3:10 PM
9:30- 11:00 AM
Chadbourne)
2:10 PM
3:10 PM
2:10 PM
Sign up Now!
Stop by the Career Center or call 581-1359
)
Great Careers for Liberal Arts & Sciences Majors
141101 February Seminar SeriesLocation: Career Center (3rd floor Chadbourne)
Careers for History Majors
Wednesday February 4 3:10 PM
Careers for English Majors
Friday February 6 2:10 PM
Environmental Careers
Tuesday February 10 2:10 PM
Careers for Psychology Majors
Wednesday February 11 3:10 PM
Careers for Sociology & Anthropology Majors
Monday February 16 3:10 PM
Careers for Political Science & Public Administration Majors
Thursday February 19 2:10 PM
Sign up Now!
Stop by the Career Center or call 581-1359
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• Crime
Dozens of generator thefts interrupt telephone service
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) - Follow-
ing a rash of thefts, police are urging
Mainers to keep a sharp eye on portable
generators. Between 12 and 15 genera-
tors have been stolen from Bell Atlantic
telephone switching stations between
Cumberland and Bucksport.
The thefts caused temporary tele-
phone outages. A total of five generators
were stolen in Cumberland, and Police
Chief Joseph Charron said suspects have
been identified in the other thefts.
"It appears that four of the five were
stolen for personal gain, and not because
they needed them to heat a house," Char-
ron said. "This appeared to be a money-
making venture."
Continued power outages around
Maine have made gas generators a target
for thieves.
• Vacationland
Tourism campaign targets athletes
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - The Maine
Office of Tourism plans to continue a
state-sponsored advertising campaign it
hopes will lure more tourists and their
wallets to Vacationland.
Last year the state spent $600,000 on
a print campaign estimated to have
brought in $80 million in additional
spending by summer travelers. The tour-
ism office has earmarked an additional
$600,000 to continue the campaign this
summer.
"Marketing is a legitimate enterprise,"
said Dann Lewis director of the Office of
Tourism, "You can quantify the return to
the treasury."
Meanwhile, a tourism official in Ver-
mont said he hoped Maine's ads are not
aimed at tourists already attracted by
Vermont's colorful foliage.
"If they are targeting Vermont's mar-
ket, it's less than productive," said Tho-
mas Altemus, Vermont's commissioner
of tourism. "It's counterproductive if the
ad dollars are not being spent to build the
base for supporting tourism across the
Northeast."
This year's Maine ads feature bikers,
hikers and kayakers and are targeted at
the upscale readers of publications such
as The New York Times.
The tourism office's total budget has
more than doubled over the past two
years, rising from $1.8 million in 1996 to
$4.2 million in 1998. Industry watchers
say the increased expenditures signal a
more active government involvement in
promoting tourism.
See TOURISM on page 9
"I say to you today, my
friends, that in spite of the
difficulties and frustrations
of the moment, I still have
a dream."
Martin Luther King, Jr.
August 28, 1963
There are no classes on
Monday, January 19.
The University of Maine Office of
Equal Opportunity supports the
decision to suspend classes so that
the University of Maine
community may commemorate
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday,
the ideals he pursued, and the
continuing effort to realize his
dream.
Cumberland police arrested two peo-
ple on Sunday in the theft of one genera-
tor. Cathy A. Small, 25, and William J.
Hutchings, 21, both of Cumberland, were
charged with theft by unauthorized tak-
ing.
Bell Atlantic employees identified the
generator as one stolen from a switching
station. Only a few Cumberland County
homeowners have reported generator
thefts since massive power outages be-
gan eight days ago, but police advise
anyone using a gas generator outside to
anchor it or keep it in a discreet location.
Generators should not be used indoors
because they emit dangerous carbon mon-
oxide fumes. More than 150 people have
been treated for carbon monoxide poi-
soning in Maine since the storm hit late
last week.
• Ice storm
Emergency alert system fails
BANGOR, Maine (AP) - The state's
emergency broadcast system that was sup-
posed to have broadcast ice storm-related
information was itself knocked off the air by
massive power failures.
Most Mainers were already watching
television, listening to the radio or reading
newspapers and knew the storm was com-
ing, said Maine Emergency Management
Agency communications officer Joseph
Grimmig.
The Emergency Alert System was sup-
posed to send a message on Maine's radio
and television stations Friday about the
storm. But the message was never sent be-
cause the Maine Public Radio studio in
Bangor, which would have sent the signal,
lost power.
If the system had been working, it would
have told viewers and listeners to stay tuned
to television and radio. "It has become clear
that we need to get Maine Public Radio on
emergency power," Grimmig said.
The Emergency Alert System, which
cost $6,000 to install last year, is designed
to send quick bursts of vital information,
not to provide detailed news about the
weather.
Gov. Angus King wants to make sure
such a failure doesn't happen again, said his
spokesman, Dennis Bailey. "It was a real
lapse. People were literally in the dark and
figuratively in the dark as far as information
went," he said.
M& M LOUNGE
New Hours
Sat & Sun 8:30 to 10:30 A.M.
Friday Night
"Late Night Breakfast"
8:30 to 10:30 P.M.
MENU
Eggs
Omelettes
Sausage
Bacon
Bagels
Danishs
Juices
Cereals
Located in Stewart Commons
West Side Lobby
Maine Card Dining Funds or Campus Funds and Cash Only.
(No Meal)
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• Prayer Circle killings
Judge enters innocent plea for accused gunman
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - A judge entered an
innocent plea today for the 14-year-old accused
of opening fire inside a high school, killing three
classmates and wounding five others.
Michael Cameal, the freshman who sher-
iff's deputies said calmly emptied a stolen pistol
into the crowded lobby at Heath High School on
Dec. 1, seemed nervous as he made his first
public court appearance. He tensed his jaw and
pursed his lips repeatedly until he and his attor-
ney walked to a courtroom podium to speak
with the judge.
Cameal did not speak during the brief hear-
ing, which his lawyer, Charles Granner, de-
scribed as a "rather unique arraignment."
"I'm not in a position to enter a plea of guilty
or not guilty," Granner told McCracken County
Circuit Judge Ron Daniels, adding "We need to
understand a little more about his mental sta-
tus."
The courtroom today was crowded with the
families of victims and students at the high
school. Afterward, many of them collected in a
tight circle and tearfully embraced but they
declined to speak with reporters.
Cameal's mother and father also attended
and sat alone with a friend at the side of the
courtroom. They left quickly after the hearing
and declined to comment.
Daniels scheduled Carneal' s next court ap-
pearance for March 2. Granner did not make a
formal request to have the boy evaluated by
mental health professionals, although Daniels
granted leeway for Granner to do so in the
future.
The teen-ager has been held at an undis-
closed juvenile detention facility elsewhere in
the state. Authorities and dozens of witnesses
said
Carneal, the son of a Paducah lawyer, wait-
ed in the crowded lobby until a nearby group of
students finished praying, then drew a pistol and
fired; he stopped firing only after the head of the
student prayer group yelled at him.
Carneal faces life in prison without the
chance for parole for 25 years on each of the
murder charges. Kentucky law requires de-
fendants to be at least 16 to be eligible for the
death penalty.
The attempted murder charges and the bur-
glary charge each carry a possible sentence of
10 to 20 years in prison.
• Drug testing
Students can refuse checks
MIAMI (AP) - Under threat of a lawsuit
from the American Civil Liberties Union, the
Miami-Dade County school district has wa-
tered down its drug testing program to allow
high school students to refuse random checks.
Even with the modifications made Wednes-
day night, the plan would be one of the most
extensive drug testing programs in the nation.
The Miami-Dade County School Board is ex-
pected to give it final approval in February.
Tests would begin in March in grades nine
through 12, but only on students whose par-
ents have signed consent forms. If a student
refused after his parents signed, the parents
would be notified, but the student would face
no other punishment.
The ACLU's Honda chapter had threat-
ened a lawsuit if students in the nation's fourth-
largest district were not given the right to refuse.
"At least they've recognized that students are
human beings and have constitutional rights,"
said Howard Simon, ACLU state executive di-
rector. School drug testing gained constitutional
footing from a 1995 U.S. Supreme Court deci-
sion that public school athletes can be tested.
None of the nation's three biggest school
districts - New York City, Los Angeles and
Chicago - has random drug testing. Onelia
Lage, a University of Miami clinical pediatrics
professor and member of the school board's
health advisory committee, said administrators
shouldn't expect the testing to be very useful.
r.
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ATH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING. BUSINESS ANALYSI
TAKE TECHNOLOGY
Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.
1111:4aP
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth.
We have a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we have available. Plan on visiting our booth at your
college career fair. If you are unable to attend the fair then check out our web-
site at www.rayjobs.com and please send your resume to: Raytheon Staffing,
PO. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265.
Raytheon
EXPECT GREAT THINGS
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• Crime
Alleged World Trade Center thief recognized by neighbors
NEW YORK (AP) - Hours after tak-
ing part in a daring $1 million robbery at
the World Trade Center, one of the three
suspects got a haircut, paid off a $1 debt
and bought strawberry milk at a corner
store.
Police say the suspect's return to his
old Brooklyn neighborhood proved to be
part of the gang's undoing: Residents
recognized him and his alleged accom-
plices from surveillance photos taken
during the robbery and called police.
One of the three has been arrested and
the Daily News reported today that po-
• Don't ask, don't tell
Pentagon delays discharge action
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Pentagon
agreed today to delay for six days the
discharge of a senior sailor accused of
being a homosexual based on informa-
tion gleaned from an online service.
The decision came as lawyers for Se-
nior Chief Petty Officer Timothy R.
McVeigh sued the government for vio-
lating McVeigh's privacy and breaching
the Pentagon's "don't ask, don't tell"
policy on gays in the military.
Under the agreement, which top aides
to Defense Secretary William Cohen
reached with the Justice Department,
McVeigh's honorable discharge, which
was to have taken effect Friday, was put
off until next Wednesday.
A Defense official, speaking on con-
dition of anonymity, said Navy Secretary
John Dalton approved the delay. Outside
advocates, however, said they worked
directly with aides to Cohen in gaining
the delay.
Attorney C. Dixon Osburn of the Ser-
vicemembers Legal Defense Network, a
group working on McVeigh' s behalf, and
Kim Mills of the Human Rights Cam-
paign, a gay rights advocacy group, con-
firmed details of the delay in McVeigh' s
discharge from active duty.
A resident of Mililani, Hawaii,
McVeigh was the senior enlisted man
aboard the nuclear-powered attack sub-
marine USS Chicago.
Navy investigators took action against
him under the policy against homosexu-
ality in the military after they learned of
a profile page he had set up on America
Online that indicated a sexual interest in
other men.
He is unrelated to the convicted Okla-
homa City bomber. McVeigh later acknowl-
edged the page was his but has declined to
comment on his sexual preference.
Tourism from page 7
"Some states take it (tourism) more
seriously than others," said Michael Pina,
spokesman for the Travel Industry Asso-
ciation.
Vermont leads northern New England
in state-supported tourism efforts. The
Green Mountain state will spend $5.5
million this year to promote itself.
With its beefed-up tourism budget,
"Maine is definitely in the ballpark now,"
Altemus said. Traditionally, Maine has
depended on the private sector and non-
profit organizations to promote the state's
tourist destinations.
Officials justify the stepped-up tour-
ism efforts by citing heavier competition
for tourist dollars and the need to craft a
general image for the state.
Open
your mind You may learn something about yourself.
The Mille Campus
lice know the identities of the two other
men. Authorities say the men accosted
two Brinks guards who were leaving a
freight elevator at One World Trade Cen-
ter on Tuesday morning.
The guards were on their way to a Bank
of America foreign currency office. Po-
lice say the men bound the hands and feet
of the elevator's occupants and grabbed
bags of U.S. and foreign currency.
But as they made their getaway, they
removed their masks, revealing their fac-
es to a video surveillance camera inside
the building. Police released the video
and the photos of the suspects were
splashed across television screens and in
newspapers.
Within hours, police said, authorities
had received 56 tips, many from Windsor
Terrace, where residents told police that
two of the pictured suspects were home-
less men from the neighborhood.
One resident, Joe Corrar, said he saw
all three "just hanging around" a few
hours after the robbery. After realizing
that he might have given one of the sus-
pects a $14 haircut at his salon, barber
Louis Amato said: "I saw his picture in
the paper and I said to myself, 'Oh, my
God, I cut a bank robber's hair."
• Domestic dispute
Man forgives murder attempt
ERIE, Pa. (AP) - When his wife was
arrested 1 years ago for trying to obtain
prescription drugs to grind up into his
food, Jeff Karickhoff vowed he would
never again eat her cooking. By Wednes-
day morning, he had obviously had a
change of heart. "I've gained 50 pounds
since then," said Karickhoff, 36, of Edin-
boro. He smiled and patted his stomach as
he appeared in court to support Darcy
Karickhoff, 35, as she pleaded guilty to
criminal solicitation to commit murder.
"My wife still gives me pills when I'm
sick, and I don't know what they are,"
Karickhoff said. "I trust her." Partially
because Karickhoff forgave his wife, pros-
ecutors were forced into a plea agreement
in which she will receive no more than two
years in prison. Her lawyer, David Ridge,
said he will ask Judge Fred Anthony to
sentence her to probation. A conviction of
criminal solicitation to commit murder
carries a maximum of 20 years in a state
prison and a $25,000 fine.
Sentencing is March 10 and she is free
on $5,000 bail. In September 1996, Mrs.
Karickhoff paid $300 to Joshua Bowman,
a student at Edinboro University, to ob-
tain a lethal combination of the prescrip-
tion painkiller Darvocet and aspirin. Ac-
cording to testimony, Mrs. Karickhoff told
Bowman she wanted to kill her husband
because he was harassing her and stealing
from her parents. Karickhoff said he was
addicted to alcohol and drugs at the time
and had been behaving erratically."I drove
her to the point of committing the crime,"
he said. Karickhoff said he has gotten
sober and found a new job. The couple
have a 6-year-old child and Mrs. Karick-
hoff had another baby three months ago.
"I've been with her for 18 years," Kar-
ickhoff said. "The last year and a half has
been the best of our lives."
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
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Someone
misses you.
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Learning from the storm
/n typical Yankee fashion, most Main-ers weather January blizzards with ahealthy disdain for sweater-clad
newscasters and their winter-storm warn-
ings. We buy a few extra groceries, put
the car in the garage and sit around the
scanner to listen for damage reports.
Yet, last week's premier appearance
of El Nino froze New England in its
tracks. The ice storm of '98 caused the
University of Maine to cancel classes
for an unprecedented five days, the first
time in recent memory that a full day
was interrupted by weather.
The so-called apocalyptic weather
conditions took an entire state by sur-
prise. As trees snapped and exploding
transformers replaced streetlights in the
night sky, many local residents fled to
hotels, unprepared to deal with the con-
ditions.
Desperate homeowners bought every
generator in town. Improper use of gen-
erators and barbecue grills for heating
resulted in more than 100 carbon mon-
oxide poisonings and several deaths. De-
spite the danger of using generators with-
out knowing how to properly ventilate
them, more than a dozen generators were
stolen from Bell Atlantic by homeown-
ers or those hoping to make a quick prof-
it.
When more than 600,000 people state-
wide lost power, the emergency broad-
cast system failed us. Those who braved
the icy roads were unable to pump gas
without electricity. Many couldn't listen
to radio reports on their stereos. Some
callers to local radio stations promoted
dangerous activities, such as burning
paint thinner in lanterns, to light their
homes.
A wave of national news coverage
has suggested that this storm may be
indicative of future weather patterns. If
so, we need to learn to deal with this
new generation of storms. Ironically; our
ancestors may actually have been better
equipped than us to face the ravages of
nature. We have become so reliant on
technological niceties that we don't think
we can survive without them.
Bringing hi-tech jobs to Maine
IFor year
s, Mainers with marketable
technology skills have taken those
skills out of state, where jobs are
easier to come by than in the Pine Tree
State. Economic development teams and
Maine businesses are now trying to lure
back some of those who have left the
state for greener pastures, as well as those
who may never have visited the state.
The main targets are those who have
high-tech skills.
According to the Maine Software As-
sociation, graduates with high-tech skills
have traditionally thought of Boston, as
well as other points south, when looking
for a job. The No. 1 problem Maine's
high-tech firms face is a shortage of
skilled workers, which some have called
critical. At times, some Maine business-
es have been forced to delay or cancel
business plans because they could not
find enough skilled employees to com-
plete their projects.
To combat this, representatives of the
state of Maine and, more notably, the
city of Portland, have shown up at trade
shows and college fairs across the coun-
try. The message is twofold: Not only
can Maine offer jobs in ever-expanding
technological fields, but it can also of-
fer, as one representative said, a "homey
image" for those looking to relocate.
Unemployment statistics are mislead-
ing. For example, economists consider
Portland's 2.3 percent unemployment
rate a rate of full employment. The un-
employment rate is similar throughout
the state, which may lead people to re-
consider a move to Maine.
While recruiting is a good idea, and
bringing in people from out of state
will offer a quick fix, the state and busi-
nesses should place more emphasis on
awareness of the shortage, which would
lead to a retention of high-tech work-
ers. Mainers with high-tech skills may
set their sights on Portland if they know
their skills are needed. The high-pro-
file emphasis on outside help only dis-
courages those in the existing job force
and may encourage a further exodus to
the south.
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• Letters
• Editorial fails on specifics
To the Editor:
When The Maine Campus runs an edi-
torial called "Balancing family rights,"
the paper and its editorial staff have the
obligation to explain how these rights are
balanced. Children now have few rights
and no voice. I need to understand how
making them stay home (under penalty
of law) levels the balance of "family
rights."
For almost 30 years I have worked
with teen-agers. Boys and girls do not
run from their homes without a reason.
The Maine Campus failed to say if it ad-
vocated forcing abused children to re-
turn home. The Maine Campus failed to
point to one decent state program where
these children will — under the Children
In Need of Supervision law you advocate
— be forced to go. The Maine Campus
also failed to specify who would deter-
mine if children are running from abuse.
Today, without a CHINS law, it is im-
possible to get the Department of Health
and Human Services to act in cases where
teen-agers face abuse and neglect. The
reason for this is there are few foster
parents and fewer residential programs
for teens. This leaves us with the option
of forcing them to return to an abusive or
neglectful home, or placing them in jail. I
remember when children were jailed for
running away. Charles Manson was such
a child. It is for this reason that Maine's
old CHINS laws were abandoned. It is
for this reason that those laws should stay
in history's trash heap.
One family's very public spirit is no
reason to cage Maine's children. Please
reconsider your position.
Harry H. Snyder III
Costigan
• Religions need more
compassion
To the Editor,
Hillary Montgomery in her Dec. 5 col-
umn "Suppressing minorities with reli-
gion" was right on target! Like Hillary, I
am amazed to read in a number of discus-
sion folders on FirstClass a religious tone
that does not bespeak compassion and love,
or even a willingness to see another per-
son's point of view. Being relatively new
to campus and the FirstClass system, I am
not able to identify with any of the indi-
viduals as members of the various Chris-
tian groups on campus. At least I can say
for sure that they are not a part of, or
associated with, the Christian organiza-
tion I represent on campus, the Wilson
Protestant Student Center.
We have never, nor will we in the fu-
ture, refer to gay, lesbian or transgendered
persons as "sinners" or "evil-doers," as
Hillary observed was the case in the Gen-
der folder. In 1995, the board of directors
(Maine Christian Association) of the Wil-
son Center voted unanimously to desig-
nate the Wilson Center as a "safe zone"
through the UMaine Gay, Lesbian, Bisex-
ual Concerns Committee. The Northern
Lights Metropolitan Community Church
of Augusta (part of a national gay, lesbian,
transgendered church) has been using our
facility at 67 College Ave. to "plant the
seeds" for a congregation in this area.
On the matter of women, this ministry
was faithfully and lovingly served for three
years by a woman, the late Rev. Elizabeth
Morris. Her tremendous pastoral legacy on
campus still lives on four years after her
tragic death. All of our four supporting de-
nominations — Methodist, Lutheran, Pres-
byterian and Congregational (UCC) church-
es — will have by 2005 a 50-50 male-to-
female ratio in their pulpits, with many of
the major denominational posts manned
(pun intended) by women. On both matters
that Hillary raises — sexuality and women —
there is much that needs to be addressed
and done.
I am responding to her column because
people need to know there is a religious
alternative to what they read and hear on
campus. You must realize, though, that
my response may be to my own peril.
There have been times when our theology
of compassion and understanding has cost
us students. On several occasions, a stu-
dent has turned away, scratched their head
and wondered what sexuality or the role
of women has to do with "loving thy neigh-
bor." I am praying that God will call stu-
dents to this ministry that are deeply af-
fected by the life, death and resurrection
of Jesus, empowered by the Holy Spirit, to
live a new religious creed.
Hillary, dust off that Bible you were
given, stop using it as a "door stopper,"
and come over to the Wilson Center. We've
got work to do!
Rev. Dana C. Reed
Protestant Campus Minster
The Wilson Center
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• Column
• Stop the re-runs
To the Editor:
I was perusing the latest edi-
tion of The Maine Campus on a
Monday early last month like I do
every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, and I came upon some-
thing that really irked me: the en-
tertainment section. I was reading
Matt Groening's excellent strip,
"Life In Hell," and it sounded
vaguely familiar. Upon closer in-
spection, I realized I had read this
one before in your newspaper,
three times prior to this one!
Although I find this particular
installment hilarious, it has gone
too far. Surely you can find other
episodes of "Life In Hell" to print,
or at least find another serial to
print. After a few months you can-
not possibly think it is a good idea
to start reprinting old episodes of
Groening's work.
Chris Hilton
Orono
• Better character
To the Editor:
A column written by Hillary
Montgomery in the Dec. 5 Maine
Campus made me take notice.
She was wondering why there
was an interest in religion. From
a legal standpoint, the Holy Bi-
ble was the beginning of law en-
forcement. It tells how obedi-
ence to the Scriptures leads to
better character. What does good
character have to do with liv-
ing? Everything. It helps one
marry a decent husband or wife
and is useful in landing a decent
job.
From a photograph included
with the article, I would assume
Your opinion
matters
Write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
Uri.lhe's thrice-weekly 
newspaper
Hillary Montgomery to be a rea-
sonable lady. Christians receive
unfair labels when they repeat
the words in the Bible that help
one lead a Christ-like lifestyle.
There are times when certain
groups or individuals tell Chris-
tians how to lead their lives, sim-
ply because these others do not
believe in telling others how to
live. This is blatant hypocrisy.
This sin and others can be
washed away from our hearts and
minds when we ask for forgive-
ness of our sins. Christianity will
rule the world.
John RunnelIs
Old Town
• Women & Men: Equal
but different
To the Editor:
In response to a small portion
of Hillary Montgomery's guest
column "Suppressing minorities
with religion," in the Dec. 5 edi-
tion, I would like to discuss how
I've seen women treated both in
Campus Crusade for Christ and
by people who hold to the Prom-
ise Keepers promises.
First, I am a senior and have
been involved in Campus Cru-
sade since my freshman year. Not
only have I not felt suppressed,
but I have been encouraged to
set boundaries and not to allow
myself to be walked over. With-
in Campus Crusade, my input has
always been listened to and treat-
ed with respect by the men and
women alike. Thus, I would say
I have had a voice within Cam-
pus Crusade. Being encouraged
to voice my opinions within the
group has allowed me to see I
can voice my opinions outside
of the group.
I do feel it is necessary to say
I feel that men and women do
have somewhat different roles.
This in no way means I feel wom-
en are inferior to men. Rather, I
believe that God created us equal
but different. Before I became
involved with Campus Crusade,
I struggled with low self-esteem
and wished I was a guy. Now I
can see the differences between
men and women in a different
light and can say I am proud to be
a woman. I think these differenc-
es, if viewed correctly, allow men
and women to complement one
another rather than having either
feel suppressed.
Diana Wakeman
Durham
• Read Scripture
To the Editor:
I never cease to be amazed by
people who don't have the slight-
est understanding of Scripture and
the principles that are within
them, yet feel the need to criti-
cize. For someone to question the
authority of the Bible who has
such a meager knowledge con-
cerning the word of God is like a
white person from Maine saying
they understand what it is like
being black from a predominate-
ly urban area and coming to the
rural atmosphere of the Universi-
ty of Maine. They simply haven't
a clue as to what they are talking
about. They have no supporting
evidence for them to say such
things. In these instances, it is
simply a subjective viewpoint.
Please don't make any as-
sumptions that certain groups are
condemning other groups be-
cause of what they believe, es-
pecially if you have no clue ex-
actly what it is they believe.
Christians simply condemn the
behavior of the immoral, not the
individual.
We all have a free will to
choose what it is that we want to
do and what to believe. I choose
to believe in the Bible and its
principles, and attempt to do what
it says. We do not go around call-
ing other people sinners and con-
demning them to hell because of
what they say or do. Besides, we
haven't the authority to do so.
Instead, we attempt to help them
repent from their "sins" and win
them to Christ.
Bryan Michael Long
Hart Hall
The winners and
losers of Ice Storm '98
/like to think I am like mostpeople, and didn't feel anyconcern when the sky did not
clear. How bad could it be? Hav-
ing spent the greater part of a week
in a camp without electricity or
plumbing, what's another crappy
day as long as I have a microwave
and a shower? The days, however,
kept getting crappier.
No big deal, let's go out and do
something. Yeah, the driving is
kind of crappy. I've got cabin fe-
ver already. Thought about getting
cable TV. Then the power kicked
out. Well, I had one candle.
Then the fireworks of explod-
ing transformers lit up the sky over
Bangor, missing the correct season
entirely. I am one of those people
unfair advantage of the situation.
Attempting to charge 4.1 cents a
kilowatt-hour, the company re-
voked an original agreement with
Bangor Hydro to supply power at
3 cents per hour. Apparently, these
out-of-state companies didn't get
the word a state of emergency ex-
isted here.
They claimed they wanted
merely to recoup the cost of start-
ing up the plant. Well, fine. In any
other situation I could concur. But
the elderly and children are stuck
in shelters without proper heat or
facilities for basic living, Bangor
Hydro is shelling out millions to
By Paul
Livingstone
tempted to sightsee on disaster
nights, my first being hurricane
Gloria in 1986 (Mom was not
pleased). However, once my fasci-
nation in the storm itself subsided,
I was interested to see how every-
one coped.
Suddenly, the winter streets
were filled with people forced out
into the cold by seemingly chillier
homes, rushing to buy propane or
fill gas tanks. Landlords turned out
to ensure the safety of their ten-
ants, one even going to the mea-
sure of housing them in a motel
with electricity. People toted cam-
eras around, hoping to catch the
definitive moment, suddenly mes-
merized by the flash of power be-
ing flicked on.
The under-the-breath "damn"
when a transformer blew and the
power faded away again. The
pleading of a kid on the radio not
wanting to leave the fun activities
at the storm shelter. The empty
house of the elderly neighbor. The
crackle of dropping ice when the
sun finally broke through. The im-
pressions are unique and will re-
main.
The heroes of Ice Storm '98 are
too numerous to count. From the
National Guard to the Red Cross,
to the people at WVOM (perhaps
the longest-running open forum ra-
dio show I've ever listened to) to
the Manna Soup Kitchen of Bang-
or. When the going gets tough...
The jokers who run the Jones-
boro wood-fired plant are among
the losers of the storm. Ignoring
the plight of thousands of Wash-
ington County residents forced to
put their lives on hold by the storm,
Ridgewood Power Corp. and Inde-
ck Energy Services did indeed take
pay overtime to road crews around
its service area, and every day the
outage continues and the state los-
es money in lost work hours. Inde-
ck won't be a welcome name in
Maine for years to come.
As loath as I am to bring a per-
sonal issue into a column, I urge
the university for future reference
to display ice warnings on all build-
ings surrounded by sidewalks or
parking lots. It may not prevent
future icicle impalings or rudimen-
tary air bag tests, but at least it
might reduce the number of com-
plaints — and potential deaths.
Entering Chadbourne Hall one
evening this week, my girlfriend
and I were startled by a loud rum-
ble from the roof. With the build-
ing shaking, I rushed to the win-
dow and was surprised to see a
wall of white block my view. Look-
ing down, I saw Lyn's car covered
in a white sheath of ice and snow.
Falling snow is heavy enough, but
an inch of falling ice is another
thing entirely. The Public Safety
damage estimate of $2,500 is prob-
ably low. Fortunately, neither of us
were caught underneath the slide;
it could easily have killed some-
one. I'll be steering clear of build-
ings unless I can see the rooftops.
So I guess Lyn and I rate among
the losers of the ice storm. But I'll
always keep in mind that without
the hardworking winners, the situ-
ation could have been infinitely
worse. Perhaps the exercise of
walking a few miles a day will
give us the energy we'll need to
combat the next storm.
Paul Livingstone is a senior
English major, and is the editor in
chief of The Maine Campus.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Friday, January 16
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: With
planetary activity in that angle of your chart that
governs your material security, you must find
ways to boost your income or reduce the amount
you spend. A bit of imagination will go a long
way this year — your money will go further too.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Planetary
influences suggest that today you may feel that
your philosophy of life isn't as profound as it
ought to be. On the contrary, the simpler the
questions you ask, the simpler the answers you
get and the easier your life will be.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): You can
hide the truth from others, but you can't hide the
truth from yourself. There's a way you can make
your life more secure, but first you must be
honest about your motives. Don't feel bad about
being selfish — you have a duty to take care of
yourself.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): You may
think you can tell what's going on in some-
one's mind, but do you know them as well as
you think you do? Prepare yourself for a sur-
prise today. Whether or not it's a pleasant
surprise will depend on how much you've
taken for granted.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You've made
so many false starts in recent months you're
probably wondering if you'll ever get your act
together and make a proper one. Make yourself
a promise today, a promise that you will knuck-
le down and get something done.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Have you ever
tried to predict the future? Perhaps you should
now that there are so many positive aspects
working in your favor. Let your imagination
roam where it will. You'll be amazed by what
you discover.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Aspects indi-
cate that something dramatic is about to happen.
It may not happen to you directly, but it will
undoubtedly influence the way you look at the
world. It will also answer a question that has
been nagging away at your subconscious for
ages.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): If your in-
stincts tell you to say or do something out of the
ordinary then do and worry about the conse-
quences later. Travel and social plans made on
the spur of the moment will work out better than
you expected.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): "Risk all to
gain all" should be your motto today although,
if you have done your homework thoroughly, it
won't be that big a risk at all. An opportunity to
boost your bank balance must be accepted im-
mediately. Who knows when this good a chance
will come round again?
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): Don't
go back on what you've already decided. It's
better to be thought of as ruthless than as some-
one who can be easily manipulated. If a decision
was right a month ago, it's still right today.
Stick to it and let others change their plans to fit
in with your own.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Lis-
ten to what your instincts are trying to tell
you — especially about yourself. If you want
to make a success of your life then you must
first know who and what you really are. Only
then will you know what your true aims
should be.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The typi-
cal Aquarian has extremely high standards and
is often disappointed to find that friends and
loved ones don't live up to them. But who said
it's your job to set standards for other people? If
you care about them that much, you'll help them
to find standards of their own.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): If you
haven't made your move already then you must
make it this weekend. The working week may
be over, but there are still a number of ways you
can boost your reputation. Make sure those in
positions of authority know you're willing to
take on more responsibility.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, January 17
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: There
are two different approaches you can take to
work and family issues this year. Neither is
better than the other, but that doesn't mean you
can chop and change between them. Decide
which one you're going to follow and stick with
it.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): It may take
a few days until it finally sinks in that you can
do no wrong. Once you realize that the fates are
working in your favor, you must make the most
of it. Someone with a radical point of view will
inspire you to think in new ways today.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Let go of
your preconceived notions. Think the unthink-
able, and you'll find it isn't as ridiculous as you
once believed. Career and financial matters, in
particular, will benefit from a fresh injection of
ideas.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Planetary
activity indicates you should be able to
achieve the perfect blend between past and
present. Don't be sentimental about what you
have to leave behind. You know that some-
thing many times better will soon be along to
take its place.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): It's off with
the old and on with the new today. If the new
fails to make a suitable impression, swap that
for something else as well. There's no limit to
what you can achieve. If you can imagine it, you
can do it.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Everything will
make sense today. Everything will fall into place
whether you were expecting it to or not. There's
a pattern to your life that can only be glimpsed
in moments of heightened awareness. There will
be several such moments today.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You're a
brilliant analyst. You have a talent for seeing
where things have gone wrong and suggesting
ways they might be put right again. As long as
you don't try to force your ideas down others'
throats you'll be extremely popular with those
who come to you for advice today.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Don't be afraid
to say something that partners or loved ones are
unlikely to enjoy. Chances are they have been
expecting it for quite some time. Honesty, both
in practical matters and affairs of the heart, is
essential if you are to resolve an issue that is
central to your happiness.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): There must
be no half-measures today. If you've decided
on a certain course of action, stick to it come
what may. Friends and family may think
you've taken leave of your senses, but you
know better.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): A
brilliant idea might as well be a bad idea unless
you find ways to make it work in your favor.
Fortunately, today you should have no difficulty
making your ideas pay. Just make sure the bene-
fits come directly to you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Plane-
tary influences mean you no longer have to
worry about what a loved one is up to. It may be
that you were right to be anxious but wrong to
let your anxieties grow to giant proportions.
There's a reason for everything if you know
where to look.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You
may be convinced that your latest idea is the
best thing since sliced bread, but not every-
one is prepared to accept what you say with-
out question. Don't take it personally if
friends or colleagues seem somewhat critical
today. Perhaps they have seen something you
missed?
PISCES (Feb. 10 - March 20): You know
what you would like to do, but you doubt wheth-
er you have either the confidence or the finan-
cial resources to see it through. Maybe you don't
at the moment, but your circumstances should
change on the 22nd. Bide your time, and your
time will come.
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r I'M GLAD THE "SKEPTICS
ASSOCIATION" SENT
YOU TO DEBUNK MY
RAT'S CLAIMS OF ESP.
KEN THE SKEPTIC...
I ALONE KNOW TI-kE
CONTENTS OF THIS
ENVELOPE.
It Minn
THE OTHERS DON'T GO
OUT MUCH SINCE THEIR
BAD EXPERIENCES
AS JURORS ON THE
0.1 SIMPSON TRIAL.
IT'S A CHARCOAL
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WOODCHUCK EATING
A SMALL ORANGE.
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YOU COULD
MAKE IT.
LET'S HURRY.
I. HAVE TO
DEBUNK THE
50-CALLED
1-4UBBLE
TELESCOPE
LATER TODAY.
NICE TRY, YOU LITTLE
FRAUD, BUT THAT'S A
LONG WAY FROM AN
INK DRAWING OF A
BEAVER EATING A
TANGERINE.
New York Times Daily Crossword No. 1201
ACROSS
1 Fill in at the
office
5 Manias
9 Dressed
13 L.A.-based
petroleum giant
14 "Dies --"
(hymn)
15 Salty
16 Corner square in
Monopoly
17 Lounge
18 Suddenly leap
(at)
19 Second of two
pieces of fire
truck equipment
22 Take for granted
25 Paragons
26 More drenched
minister, at
times
30 One who's out of
this world?
31 Pays attention to
32 Pie holder
35 Ranges of
knowledge
36 Smutty
37 Ending with
Gine- or cyclo-
38 Superlative
suffix
39 Count &
His Orchestra
40 Motive
questioner
41 Resentful
auctiongoer
43  Lorraine
(French region)
46 "Relax,
soldiers!"
47 Murmur "a good
bad-weather
race horse"
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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A LEIII G I VESACII DE
DICK EMIENSEIEVEN
JOKE DEEITROYEla
51 Thrown for 
52 Footnote abbr.
53 Morsel for Miss
Muffet
57 Former Sen.
Sam and family
58 Highway hauler
59 Manipulator
60 Enzyme suffixes
61 Mahogany or
maple
62 Prepare, as the
way
DOWN
 
Mahal
2 Period in history
3 AT&T alternative
4 Harms the
environment
5 Aquarium
purifier
6 "I smell 
7 Stun
8 Clairvoyant
9 Less refined
o Actress Hamilton
or Hunt
11 Heavenly host?
12 Salon
professionals
15 In-line skates,
for short
20 Prayer closer
21 Nixon staffer G.
Gordon 
22 Conscious
23 Tennis star with
a palindromic
name
24 Limited work
assignment
27 Bridge
precursor
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1 3 14
1
8
45
16 17 1
19 20 21
22 23 24 25
26 27 28 29
32 33 3430 31
35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42
43 44 45 46
47 48 49 50
51 52 53 54 55 56
57 58 59
60 61 62
Puule by Mark Donna
28 Strange
29 Discourage from
acting
32 Bear that's not
really a bear
33 Gallic girlfriends
34 Mother-of-pearl
36 Library gizmo
37 International golf
competition
39 Bodybuilder's
bulges
40 Commend
officially
41 Majorettes twirl
them
42 Villain, slangily
43 Major oven
maker
44 Doozies
45 Rock
48 Morning haze
49 Over, in
Osterreich
so Bygone phone
call cost
54 Olympics chant
55 Gun, as an
engine
56 Rap's Dr. 
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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• Techtalk
Web offers information on Ice Storm '98
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff
The last three weeks of extended vaca-
tion thanks to Ice Storm '98 not only accen-
tuated the need in many people's minds for
such basic needs as reliable power and heat,
but that basic needs like a hot shower were
gifts from God. While more than 87,000
people in Maine still have no power and
CMP crews are still canvassing the state,
students and staff returned to the University
of Maine with an exceptional amount of
services still in place after the storm has
transformed much of Maine to the techno-
logical equivalent of last century.
For extensive coverage of the storm, in
case you haven't heard enough about power
outages or if you want to reminisce about
how much you enjoy being without power,
you can check out Yahoo's extensive page
devoted to the full coverage of the storm at:
http://headlines.yahoo.com/Full_Coverage/
US/Northeast_Ice_Storm/ . The Portland
Press Herald (www.portland.com) and the
Kennebec Journal (www.centralmaine.com/
ice/) have extensive information on local
areas, as well as survival tips if you are still
one of the unfortunate people who are still
powerless.
There are still a number of high-end
technologies, such as Web pages, that can
help people in case you feel the urge to put
some of that Stafford Loan refund to a good
cause. The Red Cross has set up more than
a hundred shelters throughout Maine, at a
significant cost.
Wednesday night, the five major Port-
land news stations held a fund-raising drive
to help the Red Cross and for volunteers to
help people get back on their feet after such
devastating losses. For more information on
how you can help, check out the Red Cross
Web page at www.redcross.org.
WGME, Portland's CBS affiliate, is also
offering a phone number to volunteer time
or services. The WGME page also has live
views of the Portland skyline with their
skycam Web pages. The WGME pages can
be found at www.wgme-tv.com.
There are also brighter sides to this pic-
ture. Canada had a far more extensive, in-
tense and longer storm. For information on
the Northern Ice Storm, which is now lin-
gering in day 12, check out http://
www.icestorm98.com.
• Column
Executive's decision puts cast in tough spot
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
Norm MacDonald, the "Weekend Up-
date" host on NBC's "Saturday Night Live"
for the last few years, was fired from that
position last week, but will remain with the
show, doing only sketches.
NBC West Coast President Don
Ohlmeyer's rationale was simple: The
network bigwig, who personally did the
firing, said he didn't think the comedian
was funny.
Now funny is a terribly subjective word.
To many, "Saturday Night Live" hasn't
been funny since the late '70s. To others,
MacDonald was the saving grace on that
sinking ship NBC has aired following the
late local news Saturday nights for more
than 20 years.
But to one powerful man whose opinion
actually counts, MacDonald was as unfun-
ny as they come. It makes you wonder if
he's seen "Veronica's Closet" or "Union
Square." Either those two are next on his
chopping block or he was the genius behind
their existence.
Ohlmeyer's solution? Replace the
second-best anchor SNL has ever had
(Dennis Miller was, and still is, un-
touchable) with washed-up comedian
Colin Quinn, who joined the show last
year in an attempt to regain some of the
prestige he lost in the entertainment
community when MTV's "Remote Con-
trol" went off the air. No offense to
Quinn, but last Saturday's Update was
lame. He was understandably nervous,
as he has been thrust into the unenvi-
able position of replacing a popular
anchor. Other than that, his delivery
was stiff, not what you'd expect from a
veteran of the stand-up circuit. There
were, however, two highlights to the
segment that bear mentioning: Quinn's
apology at the outset and Harry Carey
(Will Farrell) repeatedly referring to
Quinn as Norm.
Ohlmeyer's decision, to put it light-
ly, stinks. Not only did he give his own
opinion more weight than anyone else's,
but he may have started an uncomfort-
able trend in the television business.
When executives take it upon them-
selves to make hiring and firing deci-
sions, that nearly makes producers and
directors dispensable. The bottom line
is this: No show should be tinkered with
on the whim of one person, no matter
where he or she sits on the network food
chain. This goes double for people like
Ohlmeyer, who sit in an office and have
nothing to do with the production of the
show.
In the early years of SNL, "Weekend
Update" was more often than not a tedious
exercise in futility. In the '80s, Charles
Rocket set a new standard for lameness as
the segment's anchor. His lack of charisma
was matched by his predecessor, Brad Hall,
• Controversy
Singer, tycoon bury hatchet
LONDON (AP) — A dispute over
"Candle in the Wind '97" is apparently
burning itself out.
Elton John and Virgin Records ty-
coon Richard Branson reportedly ex-
changed nasty letters Nov. 6 over the
artist's refusal to allow the song to be
included in Branson' s tribute album to
Princess Diana.
Branson suggested John broke a
promise to include the tribute song on
the all-star album, calling it a "blow to
Diana's charities," according to accounts
published Wednesday in British papers.
John denied ever pledging otherwise.
His manager, John Reid, called Bran-
son's comments "extremely distasteful."
"We felt that it would be unwise to
attach this track to any other tribute re-
cordings as it would be asking people to
buy it twice," he wrote.
But both sides are downplaying the
incident now.
"It was just a personal thing that hap-
pened between my management and Mr.
Branson and it's water under the bridge,"
John said.
The two projects combined have
raised more than $114 million for the
Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fund.
whose best career move was marrying fel-
low SNL cast member-turned-Emmy-win-
ner Julia Louis-Dreyfuss.
In the mid-'80s, Miller took over the
segment and set a standard so high it has
become unachievable. His is the perfor-
mance by which all who follow will be
judged. His dry wit and impeccable timing,
combined with his long hair and Tom
Brokaw-esque delivery will never be
matched again.
Kevin Nealon, the last anchor whose job
it became to fill the shoes of a popular one,
was miserable. He wasn't judged too harsh-
ly at first because Miller had left the show of
his own accord. Fans stuck by him, looking
for any sign that he would one day improve.
He didn't and, amazingly, he's still on TV.
Then there was MacDonald. He seemed
to have the right chemistry to approach
Miller's standard. Lately, some of his jokes
have bombed, but so have a lot of sketches,
some of which have found themselves in
heavy rotation on the show.
For years, the "Weekend Update" seg-
ment has served as a signal that it was
safe to turn off the TV and go to sleep.
Whatever came afterward would be lame
(anyone see the poolside porno sketch
last week?) and you wouldn't be missing
anything. Now, without that final gasp
of entertainment, how many people will
tune in at all? There's always those neat
cartoons, I guess.
• Life after death
Farley in anti-thug ad
MADISON, Wis. (AP) — Now ap-
pearing: Chris Farley — in a newspaper
ad aimed at helping people avoid his fate.
"He's looking down from heaven and
giving his approval to our support for
this," said Tom Farley, the father of the
late star of movies and NBC's "Saturday
Night Live." "If we can help at least one
person or more to overcome this disease,
we want to do everything we can."
The ad was created by Larry Ander-
son, who wrote comedy for television —
and, like Farley, performed at Second
City in Chicago, and developed an attrac-
tion to illegal drugs.
"I burned my life to the ground,"
Anderson said.
The death of Farley, a Madison native,
from a cocaine and morphine overdose
last month prompted Anderson to come
up with an ad that could offer help to
others.
Tom Farley and his wife, Mary Anne,
at first were reluctant to endorse the ad
when Anderson telephoned them about it.
Then he came to their Madison home and
they saw it in black and white.
"When Larry came over, we talked it
over and said we've got to support this,"
Farley said.
The ad is for Rebos House of Wiscon-
sin, a nonprofit organization that runs
homes for recovering drug and alcohol
abusers. Anderson came to Madison more
than a year ago to manage a Rebos House;
he now is an ad writer and producer.
The newspaper ad, running here this
week, shows a portrait of a healthy, beam-
ing Farley looking up from the page.
The message: "Drugs and alcohol can
kill the laughter in anybody."
Chris Farley (in "Beverly Hills Ninja") is
being used in an ad aimed at the
dangers of drugs. (Courtesy photo.)
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"Five million bucks ter how much she loves her
show, he looks down dis-
dainfully on Jerry.
"It's so great to see a
show about something,"
Newman said.
The five-hour taping was
a grind that even a potential $5 million man
could tire of. Seinfeld didn't bother stifling
some long yawns while waiting for some
scenes to be shot.
While sorry to see "Seinfeld" go, several
fans who attended the taping said they
wouldn't argue with the star's decision.
"The worst thing that could happen is
that we could be sitting there two or three
years from now watching it and saying,
'Gee, this used. to be funny,— said Brian
Daugherty of Newport Beach, Calif.
Seinfeld said his supporting cast —Jason
Alexander, Julia Loui s-Dreyfuss and Micha-
el Richards — all agreed with his decision.
"We all felt that timing," he said. "We
kind of wanted to have one last thrill. It
caught everyone by surprise, didn't it?"
The comic, who confirmed that one of
the final episodes will be filmed in New
York City, said he pretty much knew at the
beginning of this television season that it
would be the final one.
"Would you do it for $10 million?" an
audience member asked.
"Good question," Seinfeld said. "A ques-
tion I was not asked, by the way."
After the laughter died down, Seinfeld
answered quietly: "No, I wouldn't. It's not
about the money."
• Taking off
Stars leaving, some forcibly
(AP) — Snoop Doggy Dogg is leaving
Death Row Records, the label that made
him famous, because he fears being gunned
down like fellow rappers Tupac Shakur and
Notorious B.I.G.
"I definitely feel my life is in danger if I
stay in Death Row Records.
That's part of the reason why I'm leav-
ing," the rapper, whose real name is Calvin
Broadus, said in Thursday's Long Beach
Press-Telegram.
"Suge Knight is in jail, the president; Dr.
Dre left and Tupac is dead. It's telling me
that I'm either going to be dead or in jail or
I'm going to be nothing."
Broadus, 26, said he was "sort of para-
noid" after Shakur and Notorious BIG.
were killed because "I didn't know if there
was somebody trying to take out all the top
rappers."
• Jenny McCarthy was everywhere for a
while. Danny Aiello's character used to say
"If you need me, I'll be around."
Now both are disappearing from prime-
time television.
NBC said Thursday it is putting "Jenny"
on hiatus, meaning it's off the air for the rest
of January and its future is uncertain. Mc-
Carthy's show was 75th last week out of 115
prime-time programs in the Nielsen ratings.
CBS dropped "Dellaventura," Aiello's
drama about a tough New York City pri-
vate investigator. It ranked 83rd in last
week's Nielsens.
• Counting down
Fans brace for inevitable: life after ` Seinfeld'
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Standing be-
fore a studio audience for the first time since
declaring an end to the comedy that bears his
name, Jerry Seinfeld bluntly said what was
on everyone's mind.
"Five million bucks a week?" he said. "Is
he crazy?"
Even throwing away a fortune is a joke
for Seinfeld, the money a reference to what
NBC was willing to pay him to keep "Sein-
feld" on the air for another year. With the
moments suddenly a precious few, a "Sein-
feld" taping is a hot ticket in Hollywood.
"Welcome to the last helicopter out of
Saigon," Seinfeld told about 200 people
Wednesday night who watched filming of
"The Cartoon," episode No. 169 in the count-
down toward 180 and out. The final "Sein-
feld" is scheduled for May 14.
No. 169 was a typical tangled web of that appeared lafter he 
pulledthe hated 
d the plug.w_Ne
warped comedy, with a 
he
vow of silence from Kram- man tells Griffin's charac-
er, a weird relationship for
George and a short-lived
career as a cartoonist for
Elaine. Comic Kathy Grif-
fin spoofed her recent
Home Box Office come-
dy routine where she com-
plained about her treatment on a previous
"Seinfeld" guest spot by returning to create
a one-woman show: "Jerry Seinfeld is the
Devil."
Along the way, "Seinfeld" even man-
aged to poke fun at all the testimonials to
the oft-described "show about nothing"
a week?" he said.
"Is he crazy?"
• Performance
MCA schedule offers variety
• Friday, January 23, at 8 p.m. Ballet du
Capitole de Toulouse "Prodigal Son,"
"Scotch Symphony" and "Rodeo." This
evening will be filled with some of the best
choreography in ballet by the legendary
George Balanchine and Agnes de Mille.
• Feb. 8, 9 and 10. Aquila Theatre
Company of London. Sunday, Feb. 8 at 3
p.m. "Julius Caesar" by William Shakes-
peare; Monday, Feb. 9 at 9 a.m., work-
shops; Monday, Feb. 9, at 7 p.m. "The
Birds" by Aristophanes; Tuesday, Feb. 10,
at 9 a.m., workshops.
• Wednesday, Feb. 18,7 p.m. Georgian
State Dance Company. The beauty and
originality of the Georgian folk dance is
perhaps due to their ability to reflect so
many different aspects of Georgian life.
When one sees the company on stage, one
realizes how demanding their training is.
• Friday, March 13, 7:00 p.m., Mer-
maid Theatre of Nova Scotia presents "Bor-
rowed Black - A Labrador Fantasy By
Ellen Bryan Obed." Obed, of Old Town,
Maine, has a strong interest in both wildlife
and indigenous culture, which is what led
her to travel extensively along the Labra-
dor Coast. Her experiences are mirrored in
the powerful images of her "Borrowed
Black."
• Friday, March 20, 8 p.m. James Gal-
way, flute, and the Tokyo String Quartet.
This once-in-a-lifetime combination of-
fers a rare opportunity to see and hear the
world's most famous flutist in concert with
one of the world's most famous string
quartets.
• Friday, March 27, 8 p.m. The Odessa
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by
Hobart Earle, the first foreigner to become
a "Distinguished Artist of Ukraine." The
orchestra has significantly increased its
international profile.
• Sunday, April 5, 3 p.m. New York
City Opera National Company presents
"Daughter of the Regiment." Marie, the
spirited darling of Napoleon's 21st Regi-
ment, discovers love and her true identity
in Gaetano Donizetti's melodious comic
opera.
• Friday, May 1,8 p.m. MOMIX. Known
internationally for presenting work of ex-
ceptional inventiveness and physical beau-
ty, MOMIX is a company of dancer-illu-
sionists under the direction of Moses
Pendleton.
• Monday, May 4 and Tuesday, May
5, 7 p.m., "Grease!- The Musical." One
See MCA on page 16
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• Staying put
NBC to shell out millions per show to keep 'ER'
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Stung by the
loss of "Seinfeld" and pro football, NBC
has stopped the bleeding by wrapping up
television's No. 1 show for the next three
years.
The top-rated network kept "ER" by
agreeing to buy 22 original episodes
each year from Warner Bros. Televi-
sion for a licensing fee that industry
sources estimated at a record $13 mil-
lion per show.
The published record had been $6
million per episode for "Seinfeld." NBC
had been getting "ER" for less than $2
million per show in a deal that ends this
season.
"Obviously, it's a fabulous deal for our
side and hopefully for NBC," said Robert
Daly, chairman of Warner Bros. "It's the
biggest deal that has ever been made in the
history of television as far as series are
concerned."
The show's executive producer, John
Wells, said cast and crew won't worry about
living up to the price tag.
"It's no different than the pressure we
already place ourselves under," he said
Wednesday. "We have the good fortune
to just do the work, do the best show we
can. That's always been the challenge.
"This is an agreement between the re-
tailer and the distributor, and we're sort of
the manufacturing unit."
The ensemble medical drama based in
Chicago's Cook County Hospital was an
instant hit after its premiere in September
1994. It usually vies with "Seinfeld," its
neighbor on NBC's powerful Thursday night
lineup, to be television's most-watched show
each week.
Its fate became a matter of intense spec-
ulation due to an unusual contract provision
that allowed "ER" to move to another net-
work if it couldn't reach a deal with NBC by
the end of February.
The stakes became higher for NBC
when "Seinfeld" announced last month
it would cease production at the end of
this season. NBC was also hurt this week
when it lost the rights to broadcast Na-
tional Football League games to CBS
and was outbid by ABC for "Monday
Night Football."
"We've all heard of must-see TV. This
is called must-keep TV," said
Larry Gerbrandt, industry analyst with
Paul Kagan Associates in Carmel.
"ER" already attracts some of the
highest-priced ads on television, and Ger-
brandt said the rates could go up 15
percent. The show also boosts ratings
and advertising prices for the local news
and "Tonight" show that follow it on
Thursday nights.
Daly and Don Ohlmeyer, president of
NBC West Coast, said the deal was reached
after intense talks completed on Monday,
before the NFL's $17.6 billion deal began
to fall into place.
NBC wanted to avoid prolonged ne-
gotiations to get "ER," Ohlmeyer said,
and the show was drawing plenty of
interest.
"The other networks were kind of smell-
ing blood in the water," he said.
Daly said loyalty and the studio's rela-
tionship with NBC were important in reach-
ing the deal. More shows owned by the
studio and its subsidiaries air on NBC than
any other network, including every Thurs-
day show with the exception of NBC-
owned "Union Square."
"All things being equal, NBC definitely
had the edge," Daly said. But he added:
"We were prepared to move the show if we
did not get the value that we felt the show
was worth."
The show's producers and stars,
which include George Clooney, Antho-
ny Edwards and Julianna Margulies,
have already re-negotiated their con-
tracts to share in the profits reaped by
NBC, Wells said.
Now Warner, which has gotten a "very
modest" fee for the show's first four years,
will enjoy the same benefit, he said.
MCA from page 15
of the great phenomena of American
musical theater, "Grease" continues to
charm audiences with its raucous look at
life in the fifties.
• Saturday, May 16, 7 p.m. and Sunday,
MY ARMY ROW SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
Army ROTC scholar-
ships pay off twice, with
money toward your edu-
cation and five
weeks of nursing
experience in an
Army hospital.
Hundreds of nursing
students win Army ROTC
scholarships every
year. You can, too.
Apply now!
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 114, Armory, Memorial Gym Field House
or call 581-1121
May 17, 3 p.m. Cirque Eloize. The troupe
returns to the Maine Center for the Arts
after smashing sell-out performances. This
year's show is expanded and even better
than last year's show.
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• Men's hockey
Critical test for Bears
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine men's hockey
team will get a rich taste of nationally ranked
flavor this weekend as No. 5 University of
New Hampshire storms its way into Orono
for a pair of games.
The Black Bears hold a slim one-point
lead in Hockey East over their rivals, but the
Wildcats enter the series having won eight
of their last 10 games.
Tonight will be the first of five consec-
utive games the Black Bears will play against
nationally ranked teams.
"We have to approach these games as
playoff games," Maine coach Shawn Walsh
said. "There is a four-way tie for first place
and every game is critical."
Maine (9-7-3, 6-5-2) shares a portion of
first place in Hockey East with Boston
College, BU and Northeastern.
However, two points separate seven
teams from the top spot.
"It's a big weekend in the league," UNH
coach Richard Umile said. "It'll be intense
and should be a great weekend for college
hockey."
UNH is anchored by an offense that
features explosive cannons up front in Jas-
on Krog, Tom Nolan, Derek Bekar, Mark
Mowers, and Mike Souza, who have com-
bined for an outlandish 149 points this year.
"We have some big goal scorers," Umile
See HOCKEY on page 19
Who: New Hampshire (14-4-1) at Maine (9-7-3)
When: Tonight, tomorrow night at 7 p.m.
Where: Alfond Arena
Key Players, Maine: ( F Steve Kariya-14 goals, 17 assists, 31 points, F Shawn
Wansborough-10-10-20, D David Cullen-6-17-23, F Corey Larose-5-12-17, D Brian
White-0-9-9, G Alfie Michaud 7-5-3, 3.74 GAA)
Key Players, UNH: (F Jason Krog-21 goals, 21 assists, 42 points, F Tom Nolan-
10-25-35, Derek Bekar-15-16-31, F Mark Mowers 14-11-25, D Jayme Fillipowicz 1-
14-15, G Sean Matile 14-4-1, 2.68)
Numbers: Maine leads the all-time series 35-23-3.
UNH is averaging close to five goals per game.
The Wildcats are 12-3 when they score the game's first goal and 14-1-1 when they
score four or more goals.
They also dropped just one game in December.
The Black Bears are 2-0-2 in their last four games and several players are stepping
their game heading into the second half of the season.
• Women's basketball
Maine continues to roll
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff
While winter break lasted longer than
expected due to the great ice storm of 1998,
Maine didn't miss a beat, compiling a 7-1
record.
The Black Bears are now 10-2 overall,
and 6-0 in the America East conference.
They next play on the road Saturday against
New Hampshire.
However, the club held its collective
breath when senior star Cindy Blodgett
went down with just over eight minutes to
play in the second half at home against
Boston University in early January.
Blodgett was diagnosed with plantar
fasciitis, a condition caused by an inflamed
sheet of tissue in the bottom of her foot. The
injury has reportedly bothered Blodgett for
the past four months.
Head coach Joanne Palombo-McCallie
said that Blodgett is day-to-day and is not
probable for this Saturday's game against
New Hampshire, but should play next week.
Palombo said the doctor explained that the
few extra days of rest could help her a lot.
Dec. 14 @ Vermont: Blodgett scored
25 points, eight assists, two blocks, and five
rebounds, including 13-of-13 from the free
throw line, in an 86-78 Maine win. Jamie
Cassidy scored 21 points and Klara Danes
had 16 for Maine.
Karalyn Church led all scorers with 27
points and 13 rebounds for Vermont, with
teammate Karena Zornow collecting 18
points and 10 rebounds.
Dec. 21 @ Rhode Island: The Black
Bears jumped out to a 46-30 halftime lead,
and went on to a 91-55 rout in Kingston, RI.
Cindy Blodgett led all scorers with 31 points
to go with six assists and four steals. Amy
Vachon and Jamie Cassidy each scored 18
points, with Cassidy racking up 15 rebounds.
Rhonda Pacheco led four Rams in dou-
ble figures with 14 points. Amber Jansen
had 13 points, and Megan Gibson and Nikki
Blakemore each had 10.
Dec. 27/28 @ UMiami Holiday Clas-
sic: Maine squared off against East Caroli-
na in the opening round of this holiday
tourney and came away with a 92-70 victo-
ry. The Black Bears held East Carolina to
32.3 percent shooting in the second half,
and outrebounded them 40-27. Maine scored
23 points off turnovers.
Cindy Blodgett led all scorers with 30
points and nine assists. Klara Danes had 17
points and seven rebounds, Jamie Cassidy
had 13 points, and Sandi Carver scored 12.
Shay Hayes led East Carolina with 16
points.
Maine battled Big East opponent Miami
in the championship and were up 41-35 at
See HOOPS on page 19
Court from page 1
Charges against Mansoff, Oliver dropped
origin or citizenship status, age, disabil-
ity, or veteran status."
According to the civil rights lawsuit,
Masotta was quoted saying, "I'm telling
you buddy I'm coming after ya," and "I
Bryan Masotta. (File photo.)
only one individual on the tape was mak-
ing threatening comments. The other two
were not making threatening remarks."
Although Mansoff and Oliver will not
face criminal charges in court, they will
face a hearing by Judicial Affairs to de-
termine whether or not the student con-
duct code has been violated.
"We can't discuss the actions of the
we can't discuss the
actions of the conduct
officer," UMaine
spokesman Joe Carr
said. "We're not allowed
by law to discuss
judicial affairs and what
they have to do."
conduct officer," UMaine spokesman Joe
Carr said. "We're not allowed by law to
discuss judicial affairs and what they
have to do."
All three players were suspended from
the team.
"It was an unfortunate situation,"
Maine hockey coach Shawn Walsh said.
"Bryan (Masotta) has to pay the conse-
quences for his actions. It was an embar-
rassment to the program."
The Student Conduct Code lists sev-
eral violations including "Harassment or
discrimination based on race, color, reli-
gion, sex, sexual orientation, national
"It was an unfortunate
situation," Maine
hockey coach Shawn
Walsh said.
wonder what you're gonna look like dead?
Dead. I wonder if when you die, you'll
lose your color. Like the blood starts to
leave your body and you're gonna, you're
gonna just start like, you're gonna start
deteriorating and blood starts to leave
your skin.
"F____king three, three six-inch knives
in your back."
If a student is determined to have
committed a violation of the code, vary-
ing degrees of sanctions can occur in-
cluding both dismissal or suspension from
the university.
"The incident was tremendously up-
setting and is not something we condone
nor accept," UMaine Director of Athlet-
ics Susan Tyler said. "They were in a
position to embarrass themselves and the
university."
Tyler said the decision to suspend the
players from the team was not "based on
guilt or innocence but on the situation
they were in."
According to the civil rights lawsuit,
Dwayne Wilmot, currently a sophomore,
attended an off-campus party "with a
number of members of the football team"
on the evening of Dec. 12. While at the
party, a member of the men's hockey
team and a friend of Wilmot' s were in-
volved in a fight.
Wilmot allegedly kicked the hockey
player while the fight was breaking up.
Although Masotta was not known to be
involved in the fight, the lawsuit filed
said that at some point between Friday
evening and Sunday morning he became
aware of Wilmot' s involvement.
The defendant and the two other al-
leged callers placed a phone call to Wil-
mot' s dormitory room where the threaten-
ing messages were left on the voice mail.
Wilmot, after hearing the voice message,
allegedly became frightened for his safety
and left his dorm room to go to a friends room
where "he felt he could be safe."
FROM THE DEN
The first European hockey player
to play at UMaine was Joakim
Wahlstrom in 1988 from
Stockholm, Sweden.
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• Men's basketball
Bears struggling, look to end skid
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
While thousands of Maine residents con-
tinue to live without power, the University of
Maine men's basketball team hopes for an
electrical charge against the University of
New Hampshire at Alfond Arena Sunday.
"We haven't played well since before
Christmas," head coach John Giannini said
on the team's recent five-game losing streak.
At that point the Black Bears had just
returned home from the Pizza Hut Classic,
in which they dropped three hard fought
games to Bowling Green, 89-83, Texas-San
Antonio, 97-69 and Illinois, 88-69.
Nothing could satisfy the team's hunger
for a win more than to destroy Husson Col-
Who: The University of Maine vs. the University of New Hampshire. The 150th
meeting. Black Bears lead series 91-58.
Where: Harold Alfond Arena
When: Sunday at 1 p.m.
Key players: UNH (7-8, 3-4 America East): 6-8 senior forward Matt Acres, 13.0 ppg,
6.0 rbs; 6-6 freshman G/F Andy Cavo, 10.5 ppg, .526 percent three-point range; 6-5 senior
guard Carlos Bradbury, 9.7 ppg, 3.71 assists; 6-11 senior center Ken Rassi, 8.2 ppg, 7.1 rbs.
Key players: Maine (4-10, 1-4 America East): 6-6 junior forward Allen Ledbetter,
16.0 ppg, 12.1 rbs; Marcus Wills, 21.6 ppg, .784 percent ft' s; 6-1 junior guard Fred Meeks,
22.6 ppg, .506 percent three-point range; 6-7 freshman forward Colin Haynes, 6.2 ppg, 9.4
rbs; 5-11 sophomore guard Dade Faison, 6.31 assts.
Game plan insight: The Black Bears have been faced with a size disadvantage
all season, so not much should change: Wills and Meeks need to dominate backcourt
play with low turnovers, while Ledbetter and Haynes must pull down a good
percentage of rebounds and create second shot opportunities.
lege in defense of its first home court battle in
three weeks. Result: 102-56, Maine.
On came Christmas break for the Bears
and a home game on Dec. 30 against Far-
leigh Dickinson, a team that Maine hasn't
played since the 1991-92 season. Result:
93-72, Farleigh Dickinson.
Things have not improved for Giannini
and his team since then as the Bears have
lost three conference games on the road at
Boston University, Northeastern and a 92-
68 defeat at Hartford on Tuesday night.
Giannini says he believes the team's
schedule is one factor in this midseason
slump. "We've played good teams and we've
played them on the road," he said.
The other factor that has weighed heavi-
ly against Maine has been Mother Nature.
The players have had to prepare for
games without practices due to power out-
ages in the gym. Its Jan. 8 home game with
Towson State was postponed to a later date,
and its Jan. 10 home contest with the Blue
Hens was moved to the Penobscot Job Corps
Gymnasium in Bangor.
"We've had very little time to practice
and work on things that worked for us earlier
SO.496
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CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES
If you're a freshman or sopho-
more with good grades, ap-
ply now for a three-year or
two-year scholarship from
Army ROTC.
Army ROTC scholar-
LEADERsHip
ships pay tuition, most books
and fees, plus $150 per school
month. They also pay off with
leadership experience and
officer credentials impres-
sive to future employers.
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For details, visit Rm. 114, Armory, Memorial Gym Field House
or call 581-1121
this year," Giannini said.
The Black Bears (4-10, 1-4 America
East) welcome a Wildcat team to Alfond
that posted two impressive victories over
conference opponents Delaware and Tow-
son State last week.
UNH(7-8, 3-4 America East) rolls into
town on the heels of an 81-67 loss to Ver-
mont on Tuesday and has posted a dismal 0-
7 record on the road.
The Black Bears have played well in
Al fond this season,when given the opportu-
nity, winning three out of four games.
Maine swept the season series last year,
including a 76-47 first round victory in the
conference tournament.
Besides posting a better record, the
Wildcats possess a size advantage over
Maine with eight players averaging at least
6-feet-6-inches.
UNH 6-8 senior forward Matt Acres is
tied with 6-9 teammate Chris Hibbs for
eighth in the conference with .86 blocks per
game.
Black Bear forward Allen Ledbetter
will have to contend with 6-11 center Ken
Rassi, who averages 7.4 rebounds per game,
ninth in America East. Ledbetter has a
healthy lead in that department as the junior
captain has pulled down an impressive 12.1
boards per contest.
The Wildcats are also blessed with a
pair of talented guards, 6-5 senior Carlos
Bradbury and 6-6 freshman Andy Cavo.
Bradbury has dished out 3.71 assists
per game while Cavo leads the conference
in three-point percentage by nailing .526
percent from long range.
Black Bear Stat Fact: Sunday's
battle between the Black Bears and Wild-
cats will be the 150th time the teams
have met. Maine has played UNH more
than any other team, owning the regular
season series 91-58.
OFF THE RACK
A Nearly New Clothing Outlet
GAP • DKNY • EXPRESS
Thriftway Plaza
153 Park St, Orono
(207) 852-2880
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halftime, but the Hurricanes scored 34 points
off Black Bear turnovers and went on to a
91-78 win.
Jamie Cassidy led Maine with 26 points
and 10 rebounds, and Cindy Blodgett had 23
points. Maine hit 50 percent from the floor
to Miami's 49.2 percent.
Jan. 2 vs. Boston University: The out-
come of this contest came secondary to
questions about Cindy Blodgett' s foot inju-
ry. The senior scored a season-low 16 points
on just 5-of-14 shooting to go with seven
assists and six rebounds.
Jamie Cassidy led all scorers with 27
points to go with Klara Danes' career-best
tying 20 points as the Black Bears beat the
Terriers for the seventh straight time, 80-58.
Kelly Jo Gallagher and Alison Dixon each
had 15 points for BU.
Jan. 8 @ Towson State: After playing
in 101 consecutive collegiate games, Cindy
Blodgett missed her first ever. However, the
Black Bears did not miss a step, beating the
Tigers 72-52 after managing just a two-
point lead at the half.
Jamie Cassidy scored a double-double
with 23 points and 12 rebounds, Kristen
McCormick had 12 points, and Martina Tin-
klova and Klara Danes each had 10 points
for Maine.
Schniece Perry led the Tigers with 13
points. Maine held TSU to 19 second-half
points, and hit on 58 percent from the floor
for the game.
Jan. 10 @ Delaware: Jamie Cassidy
continued her hot streak with 30 points to go
with nine rebounds, six assists and two blocks
in a 77-66 win over the Blue Hens. Sandi
Carver scored 18 points for Maine, who was
down 36-34 at halftime.
Suzanne Street poured in 21 points to
lead Delaware. Keisha McFadigon scored
12 and Danielle Leyfert had 11.
Jan. 13 vs. Hartford: The Bears re-
turned home and struggled against the
Hawks, seeking out a 63-57 win, one of their
closest America East games in two seasons.
Sandi Carver led Maine with 17 points,
including nine-of-nine free throws. Amy
Vachon played the entire game and had 16
points, nine rebounds, seven assists and four
steals, and Jamie Cassidy recorded her sixth
double-double of the year with 15 points and
12 rebounds.
11170 ITR IL) II C-
What: Maine (10-2, 6-0 America East) @ New Hampshire (4-8, 2-3 America East)
Where: Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. at New Hampshire
Who: Maine: Jamie Cassidy (20.1 ppg, 8.9 rpg), Amy Vachon (6.36 apg, 2.82 steals
per game), Klara Danes. New Hampshire: Orsi Farkas (15.4 ppg, 7 rpg, .600 field goal
pct.), Allison Godfrey ( I 2.1 ppg, .723 free throw pct.), Kelly Karl (2.74 steals per game).
The Info: Cindy Blodgett will not see action against the Wildcats, who are not the
team they once were without graduated Blodgett rival Sheila Danker. All three of
UNH's conference defeats have come by one point. Maine barely defeated Hartford
Tuesday night, and with UNH winless against Maine since March 6, 1993, an upset may
te:in the making.
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said. "We've always been pretty good of-
fensively, but we'll need to play great defen-
sively as well."
"These games are huge for us," Souza said
on the weekend. "We're back in league play
and every game is important. But it's even
more special because we're playing Maine."
So it comes as no surprise what the Black
Bears are preparing for once the puck is
dropped Friday night.
"The strength of their team is in their
forwards," Maine captain Brian White said.
"They have like six or seven top scorers in
the league and we'll need to stop them."
"We can't turn the puck over in the
offensive zone because that just fuels their
transition game," Walsh said.
Although UNH is powered by an arsenal
of talent up front, Maine's last line of de-
fense, goaltender Alfie Michaud, has begun
to find his groove.
Michaud is coming off a weekend where
he made 93 saves in two games.
The sophomore netminder will have to be
equally sharp in order to prevent the goalt-
ender nightmare syndrome, which UNH's
offense is so accustomed to spreading.
"Alfie has been great and its good to get
your goaltending going," White said. "If we
can keep him hot, he can take us a long way."
• Women's hockey
Maine returns to action
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
After six weeks of rest and recovery, the
University of Maine women's hockey team
ends its hibernation at home this weekend
versus Wesleyan College and Connecticut
College.
Should the Black Bears lose, Maine coach
Rick Filighera isn't about to place the blame
on any rink rust the team may have acquired
during its extended break.
"We don't use excuses of time off,"
Filighera said yesterday. "I've been trying
to preach to these girls that they've got to be
ready to play all of the time, so we're ready.
We're looking forward to the challenge."
While Filighera has preached a contain-
ment style of play this season, he hopes to
balance things out this weekend by making
the first line of Christina Hedges, Alison
Lorenz, and Alicia Gilmore more offen-
sively oriented.
"The Alison Lorenz line is going to be
attacking the other team," Filighera said.
"We're going to play 2-1-2 there. Our de-
fense is going to get involved in the play.
They're going to be pinching when that
line's on the ice."
Defensively, Filighera will maintain the
zone defense that has proved effective for
Maine this season. While the Bears have
been blitzed so far shot-wise (opponents
have outshot Maine by a count of 252-110),
Filighera maintained that the opposition has
See WOMEN'S HOCKEY on
page 20
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had to work for its goals.
"We will get outshot the rest of the way,
but their shots are coming from outside our
box and they're not getting quality scoring
chances," Filighera said. "The last game we
played, against Williams, they outshot us
41-27. They maybe had five good scoring
chances that whole game, and they scored
on one of them.
"Defensively, we're doing exactly what
we need to do. We will give up shots on goal,
[but] we've got good goaltending, we've
got good defense, and our forwards get the
system, they get the program."
Welcome to the Show: Shantel Gammie
was hired as Maine's assistant coach last
week. The native of Canada played at Roch-
ester Institute of Technology from 1990-91
to 1994-95 and was an assistant at RIT for
Filighera during the 1995-96 season.
So far, Gammie has been impressed with
what she's seen from the team.
"They came out good, especially after
the Christmas break," Gammie said. "You
always wonder what kind of condition
they're going to be in, but they worked hard
in the first two practices that I've seen so far.
So far, so good."
Look for a couple of old faces in new places
when the Bears take to the ice this weekend.
Heidi Dombrock (a name familiar to
UMaine soccer fans) and Karen Hebert (a
well-known name among the field hockey
crowd) joined the team this week and could
suit up for this weekend's games.
Dombrock will center Ashleigh Cox
and Tori Freitas, while Hebert and Crystal
Sellars will be teamed up with a variety of
centers.
Movin' On Up: Look for the Black
Bears to make the leap from Division III to
Division I next season. In 1997-98 Maine
will join the ECAC League, a 12-team con-
figuration of varsity programs that offer
scholarships to their players (The ECAC
Alliance is scholarship-free).
r 
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Who: Maine (2-3-1 overall, 1-3-1 ECAC Alliance) vs. Wesleyan (4-3-0, 2-1-0),
Connecticut College (0-6-1, 0-3-0)
When: Saturday, 1 p.m.; Sunday, 12:10 p.m.
Where: Saturday's game is at Alfond Arena in Orono while Sunday's game will
be held at Bouchard Arena in Brewer.
Key Players: Maine: Forwards Alison Lorenz (6-4-10), Jamie Schofield (2-5-
7), Alicia Gilmore (3-2-5), goaltender Amy Oliver (2-2-1, 3.72 GAA) Wesleyan:
Goaltenders Kate Mileno (2.14 GAA), Emma Desimone (.906 save percentage)
The Lowdown: Wesleyan is tied with Bowdoin for first place in the Alliance's
East division with four points, one more than Maine. The Cardinals are a stingy lot,
as their seven goals allowed are the second-fewest in the league. They have won
three of their last four, outscoring their opposition 30-1, though it should be noted
that one of those wins was against Connecticut College and the other two were
against non-league club teams.
Connecticut College, on the other hand, shares the bottom of the barrel with
Williams. The Camels are not just searching for their first Alliance victory this
season, they're still searching for their first goal in league play. In three league
games, CC has been outscored by the sorry count of 26-0. Its closest loss was by
seven goals. Ouch.
• Football
Favre nurses shoulder
GREEN BAY, Wis. — If it were his
right shoulder, Brett Favre's injury would
be the story of the Super Bowl.
The three-time MVP quarterback of the
Green Bay Packers said Thursday he might
have a torn rotator cuff in his non-throwing
shoulder, but it hasn't affected his play this
season and shouldn't bother him against the
Denver Broncos on Jan. 25. Favre said he
doesn't plan to have offseason surgery, ei-
ther.
"It's not a big deal. I don't know exactly
what it is, but it feels like there's something
in there, and they think maybe it's torn
cartilage or a torn cuff," Favre said. "But it's
the left arm. It just hurts certain times. If I
had to throw with it, I don't know if I could.
But I don't have to worry about that."
Favre, who said he wasn't on any medi-
cation for the injury, couldn't recall how or
when he first hurt the shoulder.
"It was early in the season. It could have
been training camp," said Favre, who threw
a league-best 35 touchdown passes this sea-
son, won. an unprecedented third straight
MVP award and guided the Pack (15-3)
back to the Super Bowl.
Favre said his shoulder injury has in no
way affected his play.
"I don't think it's a big deal. I never
thought it was a big deal," he said. "They
just ask what's sore on me. And I say,
'Basically this.' "
The Packers do not permit their staff
trainers or physicians to speak to the media,
and coach Mike Holmgren wasn't available
for comment. But, offensive coordinator
Sherm Lewis said Favre's shoulder wasn't a
big concern.
"Brett' s fine.! don't know anything about
his shoulder, and we haven't discussed it,"
Lewis said.
"My shoulder just catches at certain
times," Favre said, rolling his shoulder in
circles. "Right now, it feels fine. You
wouldn't even know anything's wrong.
Sometimes I do something and it kind of
catches, like there may be a tear in it."
Favre described the pain as "an arthritis-
type feeling." He said he might need surgery
eventually but hopes to avoid an operation
entirely.
"I'm going to wait because I'm able to
play with it and perform," Favre said. "If it
came down to where it was too much pain,
then I'd have to do something about it. But
I'm not going to. Right now, I don't want to
fix what ain't broken, even though it hurts."
Favre said he also has minor cartilage
damage in his left knee but hopes to avoid
surgery for that injury, too. Favre, who has
thrown 568 passes this year, compared to
backup Steve Bono's 10, said his injuries
are part of the normal wear and tear on his
body and that they haven't prevented him
from lifting weights or doing any of his
other work. It hasn't stopped him from his
celebrated locker room horseplay, either.
On Thursday, Favre wrestled around with
tight end Mark Chmura and center Frank
Winters before practice. As for his right
shoulder, Favre said that one was fine.
"Yeah," he said. "It feels as good as it
ever has."
Does Your Heart Good.
American Heart
Association V
C 59 Fl S
HELP
WANTED
Help wanted: Earn $5.15 to $10/h.
Help others no sales or telemarketing
exp. needed call 942-4032
JOBS AVAILABLE: I have a vari-
ety of people assisting me with
daily activities, such as feeding,
etc., because different people feel
more comfortable doing differ-
ent things. So, I have five differ-
ent jobs that you can pick from.
There are only a couple openings
left, so if you are interested, call
right away. For more informa-
tion about me and my disability,
look at my homepage at http://
maine.maine.edu/—wpicar41/
index.html or call me at 1-7170
and leave a message.
Assistants for BUA 343, BUA 366,
and BUA 331. For more information,
call: 1-7170 and leave a message.
SPRi NG
BREAK
SPRING BREAK '98!! Cancun,
Florida, Bahamas, Jamica. Group
discounts +free drink parties. Sell
5 + go for free! Book now!!! 1-
800-234-7007
AP ART MENTS
Private rooms on campus only
270/mo all util. inc. Tim @ 866-
0283
Orono: Efficiency Apt. center of
town. Walking distance to cam-
pus. Not pets. 866-2516.
Orono Washburn Place apts. 149
Park Street. "Immediate open-
ing" Luxury 2 br townhouse.
Heat, water, sewer incl. No pets,
sec. dep., Lease reg. $600 p/mth.
Call 945-6955.
LIVE IN THE WOODS! RUSTIC 2
BR CABIN IN GREENBUSH 20
MIN. TO CAMPUS. $225/M0
941-9531.
1 of 2 roommates to share large
4 bedroom house Tons of Room!
Call 827-3206
5 bedroom all utilities paid washer
dryer dishwasher near campus call
David 947-4072
2 Rooms in a private home
in Old Town. Share kitchen,
bathroom, liv. rm. & Laun-
dry. $250.mo. all incl. 827-
3225 
3 bedroom apt. all utilities paid
washer/dryer dishwasher green-
house call David 947-4072
1 br in large Orono house with
washer/dryer, backyard, deck.
Call 866-0604. $220/mo. Grad.
Student Pref.
235 very Ig rm walk in closet.
inc. all, very quiet no smoke.
share Ig kitchen with other
grad st 866-7706
Bedroom in modern, clean
townhouse apt. close to cam-
pus. Quiet. Laundry + Furnished.
$195 mo. all incl. 827-6212
Large bedroom in modern apt
lmi to campus. SHARE KIT, LIV
RM, BATH & Laundry. Clean,
Private 827-6212
PERSONALS
Erotic Sensations (Formerly
Exotica) Exotic dancers male
and female for any occasion
call 990-0425.
FOR SALE
87 Chevy Sprint 4 dr AT new
brakes, tires great gas mileage! in
good shape $588 or b/o cal Ross
9455593
1987 Golf GTI 16v a hot car-
winter ready. snow tires, roof rack,
low miles, dependable. 866-
5027/866-2467
MI SC
Neat stuff cheap Hammond St.
Thirft Shop next to Napoli Pizza
Bangor ladies clothes and
children's ware.
To PLACE AN AD IN THE
MAINE CAMPUS COME TO THE
4TH FLOOR OF CHADI30URNE
HALL
